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new administration, it shall have as cordial
The President is invested with the tremen- people, and was elected by
b a large
’
' ’ i had been thè character, thè services or the
majority
support from me, as if its care had been con dous power of dismission to be exercised for of the Electoral votes. He
I_y haiFbeen
___ ____ _____
elect- ¡ sacrifices of incumbents oí’appíicauts’for offided tò agents of my choice. If, on the the public good, and not to gratify any private ed mainly from tirerai! powerful influence of ! fice, what their experience or ability to serves
contrary, it shall be neglected or abandoned, passions or purposes. It was conferred to gratitude for his brilliant military services, I the Republic, if they did nht bow down and
JAMES K. REMICH,
the friends to whom I now refer, will be prevent the public from suffering through in spite of doubts'and fears entertained by I worship him, they*possessed ho claim to his
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
bound by all the obligations of patriotism and faithless or incompetent officers. It
F was
___‘ ¡ many whocontributed to his elevation. He! patronage. Such an ambitious President
L. M. N.
I erms.—Two dollars per annum if consistency to adhere to the policy.
made summary, because if the slow process
7 ‘
»¡was far advanced in years; and, if fame would say, as monarchs have said, s‘ 1 am the
1, Ebenezer 1;^ !
We take à new commencement from the of trial, before a judicial tribunal, were re-t ¡peak
paid
within
the
year.
—
No
papers
discontin

..... ...........
.............
....... a under the joint iñ- state.” He would dismiss all from publià
true, was
suffering
David Lntle ^u. !
fourth
of
March
last.
After
that
day
those
sorted
to,
the
public
might
be
greatly
injurof age and disease,He hadrycent^ûton. John fi; ued (except at the option of the publisher)
j... i firmities
... ---- -----------------------employment who did not belong to the true
who supported the election of thè present ed, during the progress andpn i| to the de- Í ly been visited by one of the ¿severest afilie- faith. He would stamp upon tiiè wlióle cU
l’Âea\Uel
until all arrearages are paid.
Chi' f Magistrate were left as free to judge cision
case, But it nevefwas in the ¡ tions of Providence, in the privation of the ficial corps of gov ernmeht one homogeneous
cisión
of
the
case.
Mali Mitchell,
The publisher will not hold himself re of the conduct of his Administration, as contemplation of Congress, th it the power partner of his bosom, whom he is represented
h P.nQ.eRFtN^
character, ahd infusé into it che uniformi
sponsible for any error in any advertisement i those who opposed it. It will be no more would or could be applied to the removal of to have tenderly loved, and who warmly re principle of action. He wouid scatter, with
i
inconsistent
in
them,
if
he.
disappoints
their
competent,
diligent
and
faithful
officers.
turned
all
his
affection.
He
had
no
child
on
beyond the amount charged for its insertion.
open ami liberal hand, offices amongmem, Jr. Benjamin
I expectations, to disapprove his administra- Such an application of it is an fot of arbitra whorn to cast his. honors.—Under such cir an
bers of Cong-èss, giving the bèst tot those
>as Palmer,-Capti
j tion, than it will be in us to support it, if dis- ry power, and a great abuse.
cumstances, was ever man more imperiously who had spoken and written and franked
?
W
POLITICAL
appointing ours, he should preserve the es
I regret extremely that I fed constrained called upon, to stifle all the vindictive pas most in his behalf. He would subsidise the
l. U. v. w.
tablished policy of the Nation, and introduce to notice the innovation upon tie principles sions of his nature, to quell every rebellious press. It would be his earnest and constant
Thens Phineas SW
no new principles of alarming tendency.
and practice of our institutions ?ow m prog feeling of his heaft, and ty<¿le"dicate the short aim, to secure the two greatest engines o£
FROM THE KENTUCKY REPORTER.
They bestowed tfieir suffrages upon the ress. I had most anxiously Ibped, that 1 residue of his life to the C^/d who had so long operation upon public bpinion,..Congress and
¡arles W Wiljj
supposition that the Government would be could heartily approve the actsànd measures
and spared him, a’nu tG-fte country the Press., He would promulgate a new
MS. CSA-ST’S SFBE02S, well administered ; that public pledges of the new administration. An1. I yet hope blessed
__ B- PALMER(pj
which hadsogieatly hopored him ?
penal code, the rewards and, punishments of
!
would
be
redeemed,
solemn
professions
ful

ÏTÈRS" AT THE PUBLIC DINNER AT FOW
it will pause, and hereafter pufeue a course
I sincerely hope that he will yet do this.; which would pe distributed and regalateci
filled, and the rights and liberties of the more in unjson with the spirit ri a free gov I hope so, for the sake of human nature, and i exclusively by devotion or opposition'll) him.
LER’S GARDEN, MAY 16, 1829. i people be protected add maintained. If they ernment. 1 entreat my frien T■
(U
*;ilew for the sake of his own reputation. VVheth- ¡ And when all this puwei ful machinery was
Toast.—Oz/r distinguished guest, friend ¡shall find themselves deceived, in any of I! citizens, here and elsewhere, t . pt-, tra er he h^«,, during,the two months of his ad put in motion, it he did not succeed id sub■CÄ. 31, 1829.
and neighbour, Henry Cl ay—with increas ; these vesper vs ; should principles avowed ded, that I now perform a most pjffinul dutyj ministration so conducted himself, let tacts ' vertiog the liberties of his country and in es-’
1 C. E. F.
ed. proofs of his worth, we delight to renew I during the canvass be violated during the
.--Anna Clement,J the assurance of our confidence in his patri ) Presidency, and new principles of dangerous and that it is far from my wish to say one tell and history pronounce. Truth is mig-lity f tublishiug himself upon a throne, it wtNld be
bècause some new nira**«
2 gof Joseph MayalO otism, talents and incorruptibility—may : import, neither avowed to, nor anticipated word that can inflict any wound upon the and will prevail.
It was objected to Mr. Adams that, by ap sistahce had been discovered which was iin-'
loses Fox, Jr. WiM health and happiness attend him in his re : by them, be put forth, they will have been feelings of any of them. I think, indeed, that
it is the duty of all of them to exercise thar pointing several members of Congress to known in other times Or to other Republics.
L H. J. K.
I tirement, and a grateful nation do justice to i betrayed ; the distinguished individual for judgments freely and independently on whit public places, he endangered the purity of
But it an adrtdnistration, conducted in the
his virtues.
1 w hom they voted will have failed to preserve is passing ; and that none ought to feel then- the body, and established a precedent fraught manner jhst supposed, did not aim at the de->
b, James S. Goodww J
After the above toast was proposed, Mr., his identity; and they will be urged by the selves restrained, by false pride, or by any with the most mischievous consequences. struction of public liberty, it would engender
> Hill, John Haiflj Clay rose,
rose,,and
and respectfully saluting the im- ]j most sacred of duties to apply the proper part which they took in the late election, And president Jackson, (no, he begged his evils of a magnitude So great as gradually to
iy. Humphrey Hain niense multitude that stood before him, ad-1 corrective)'
from condemning what their hearts cannot pardon, it was candidate JacksonJ was so alienate , the affections of thè people from
rd,—-Ephraim Joy,4 dressed them from a porch in which, elevated
Government is a trust, and the officers of approve.
much alarmed by these appointments, for their government, and finally to lèad to its
somewhat above them, he was sitifated, sub Government are Trustees. And both the
Knowing tlie imputations to which I ex the integrity and permanency of our institu overthrow. Accoi ding to the principles now.
u. M. N. P.
stantially as follows:
trust
and
the
trustees
are
created
for
the
pose
myself,
1
would
remain
silent
if
I
dd
tions, that in a solemn communicatioh which avowed and practised, all offices vacant and-,
lark Libbey,—Josep|||i
“ I fear friends and fellow citizens, that if benefit of the people. Official incumbents not solemnly believe that there was serials
deliberately made to the Legislature of fillecl, within the compass of the Executive
ason, Hannah R, W I could find language to express the feelings are bound, therefore, to administer the trust, cause of alarm in the principle of remo'al he
Tennessee, he declared his firm conviction power, aré to be allotted among the parti
'atrick Manning 2j(î; ■which now animate me, I could not be heard not for their own private or individual bene which had been recently acted on. Hither,o, to be, that no member of Congress ought to sans of the successful candidate. 'The peo
lliam A. W; New throughout this vast assembly. My voice, fit, but so as to promote the prosperity of the the uniform practice of the government las be appointed to any office except a seat upon ple and the servite of the state are tc? be put
»ally Price, Joseph Hii once strong and powerful, has had its vigor people. This is the vital principle of a Re been, where charges are preferred agaiist
the bench. And he added that he himself aside, and every thing is to be decRied by.
M. HUBBARpjj impaired by delicate health and advancing public. If a different principle prevail, and public officers, foreign or domestic, to trans would conform to that rule.
the ¡seal, activity, and attachment, in the
age. You must have been separated as I a Government be so administered as to mit to them a copy of the charges, for tie
Dhring the four years of Mr. Adams’ ad cause of a particular candidate, which were
have been, for four yetirs past, from some of! gratify the passions.or promote the interests ; purpose of refutation or explanation, 'i'jis ministration, the whole number of appoint manifested during the preceding Canvass,
your best and dearest friends, with whom Ì of a particular individual, the forms of free has been considered an equitable substitite ments made by him, from Congress, did not The consequence of these principle's would;
are hereby forbid bad during the greater part of your lives, you ¡institutions may remain, but that government to the more tedious and formal trials before exceed four or five.—In the first four weeks be to convert the nation into one perpetuai
ting a town Pauperby had associated in the most intimate friendly is essentially a monarchy. The great differ- judicial tribunals. But now persons are as- of that of his successor, more than double theatre for political gladiàtors. There
Rich, as 1 have taka intercourse.: Vr>.,
between the two forms of government missed, not only without trial of any sort, mt that number have been appointed by him.— Would be one universal scramble for the pub
You mnet
must K&và
have been traduced enee
<
rman, to support tie ¡u as I have been, after exerting, with zeal and is,
i that in a Republic, all power and author without charge. And as if the intention In the first two months of President Jackson’s lic offices. 'The termination of one Presi
idv to turn
fulfill my coitt
coms fidelity, the utmost of your powers to pro- iity and all public offices and honors emanate were to defy public opinion, and to give to administration, he has appointed m,ore mem dential contest would be only the signal for
d 1 do hereby forbids mote the welfare of your country : And you from
the people, and are exercised and held the acts of power a higher degree of enormi bers of Congress to public office, than I be the commèneeinenf of another. And on the,
I
or trusting him on
musthave returned, among those f*une warm ifor their benefit. In a monarchy, all.power ty, in some instances the persons dismissed lieve were appointed by any of his prede conclusion of each, we should behold the
Mint of the town ofijj hearted friends, and been greeted and wel- and
authority, all offices and honors, proceed ; have carried with them, in their pockets, cessors during the whole period of four or victor distributing the prizes and apjily.in^
;
debts of his .contract corned and honored by them, as I have re- 1from the monarch. His interests, his ca-. the strongest testimonials to their ability and eight years.—And it appears that no office his punishments, like a military commander;
ire whatever.
cently been, before you could estimate the ]prices and his passions influence and control , integrity, furnished by the very instruments is too high or too low to be bestowed by him immediately aftèrhè had won a great victo
SAMUEL WlUta degree of sensibility which I now feel, or 1the destinies of the kingdom. In aRepublicJ employed to execute the purposes of oppres on this favored class, from that of a head of ry. Congress corrupted, and the press cor
7, 1829.
conceive how utterly inadequate ail human 1the people, are every thing and a particular i sion. If the new administration had found a department down to an inconsiderable col rupted, general Corruption would ensue, un
language is to portray the grateful emotions iindividual nothing. In a monarchy, the ! these discharged officers wanting in à zealous lectorship, or even a subordinate office un til the substance of free government having
of my heart. I behold gathered here, as I imonarch is every thing and the people ! co-operation to execute the laws, in conse der a collector. If I have not been misin disappeared,jM^bmé Pretoria^ band would
have seen in other instances, since my re- inothing. And the true character of the quence of their preference at the preceding formed, a Representative from the greatest arise and with the general concurrence of a
JOS. G. MOOMi turn among you, sires far advanced in yeivrs, «Government is stampi not by the forms of election, then there would have been ground commercial metropolis in the United States, distracted people, put an ^nd to useless
RMONT HERDS ( endeared to me by an interchange of friendly 'the appointment to office alone, but by its i! for their removal. But this has not been pre- has recently been appointed to some inferior forms.
operation. If, in one, nominally 'i tended ; and to show that it formed no con- station by the collector of the port of New¡
I am awaré that the late af.ts of adminis
SEED of the first qu office and sympathetic feeling, beginning practical
more than thirty' years ago. Their sons, ifree, the Chief Magistrate, as soon as he is )! sideration, they have been dismissed, among York.
tration On which it has been ray disagreeable
with power, proceeds to exercise it i its first acts, without affording them an opgrown up during my absence in the public clothed
>
Without meaning to assert as a general duty to animadvert (I hope without giving
councils, accompanying them : and all ;so as to minister to his passions and to gratify j; portuuity of manifesting that their sense of principle, thatin n0 case would it be proper pain to any of my fellow citizens, as I .^nost
prompted by ardent a tachment, affection his favorites ; and systematically distributes public duty was unaffected by the choice that a resort should be had to the Halls of sincerely wish to give non#) wei e susramed
Congress to draw from them tried talents upon some vague notion or purpose of reform.
Brown Sheetingi&F ately surrounding and saluting meas ii I be his rewards and punishments, in the applica- ;! which they had at the preceding election.
longed to their own household. Considering 1Ron
- of- the
— rpower_ of patronage, with which ', I will not dwell on the injustice and indi and experienced public servants, to aid in And it was remarkable that, amoirg the
Bleached
I is invested■ ■for.the
• good........................
the
multitude
tluir
stand
he
of
the
whole,
upI
vid.ua
)
distress
which
are.,ifoe:^*'
---the Executive or ^tffiiciaLjdepartnients, all loudest tiumpetfi^a^&i—pe admitted'
Warp Yam Na fnfflli) jng anu .espectabi'ity, and cue
these^.^meius,
\ SomÍT^mt^Dotn as to the
to fvh,
hidì,and
aod attachment Ì!
.these;J
hacL UrènìTaìn^ su listanti al and valu
id for sale at Fatten which many have come personally to see tb
mv
«
hi
vL
Rtv
ere,
or
may
1
on
them
with
the
implied
understanding
fidelity
with
which
the
people
are,
SAMUEL cuai ihe, and testify their respect and confidence,
nature of the appointments. And I do sin able’ reform had taken place; but I trust
served
that
Cfoef
Magistrate
tor
the
that
they
would
be
retained
as
long
as
they
1,1829.
■. J consider this day and this occasion as the be c..
cerely think that this limit has, in both par that something more extensively beneficial
being’ amd within the scope of his dis-1 continued to discharge their duties to the ticulars, been transcended beyond all safe to the people at large was intended by that
proudest of mv life. The tribute, thus ren- time
if
not
in
form,
a
public,
honestiv,
ably
and
assiduously.
All
i
crëtïonarv
Dower,
is
in
fact,
'
honestly,
Ail
sweet sounding word. 1 know that, at the
I ........ ♦■T. A are made nrriiuri.
- dered by my friends, neighbors and fellow < monarch, _
their private arrangements
accord-. |bounds, and so as to excite serious appre commencement, and throughout nearly the
monarch.
citizens,
flows
spontaneously
from
their
■
To be dismissed, without Unfit,
fault, and hensions.
‘ it was objected to the late Administration ingly.'
j- ’AKEN on Execufei
It is not however my opinion, but that of whole progress of the late administration, a
as it penetrates the inmost recess o.
trial; to be expelled, with their
right in equity thal! hearts,
it adopted and enforced a syste n of pro- without
<
mine. Tendered in no servile spirit, it does *hat
President
Jackson which the people have reform in the constitution was talked of, so
families,
without
the
means
of
support,
and,
scription. During the whole period of it not |
Shapleigh, in said c
now to consider. Having declared to the as to exclude from public office members of
not
aim
to
propitiate
one
in
authority.
Pow

in
some
instances,
disqualified
by
age
or
by
a solitary officer of Government, from Maine i
on which he nowlivey
Congress, during the periods for which they
er could not buy or coerce it. 1 he offspring to'Louisiana, within my knowledge was dis- official
habits, from the pursuit of any other American people, through the Tennessee were elected, and a limited term beyond
deigh, on the road k. of
(
enlightened and independent freemen, it is
Legislature, the danger of the practice ;
business;
and
all
this
to
be
done,
upon
the
missed on account of his political opinions.
i mill (so called) tothe
having deliberately committed himself to them. This proposition appeared to be re
Edward Stanley,k addressed toa beloved fellow citizen, in pri It was well kfiown to the late President that will of one man, in a free government, was act in consonance with that declared opinion, ceived with much favor, was discussed in
vate
life,
without
office,
and
who
can
present
surely
intolerable
oppression.
many officers who held their places subject
Road and land dfi
the House of Representatives session after
Our institutions proclaim, reason enjoins, how can he now be justified in violating this session, at great length, and with unusual el
terly by land of Edward nothing in return but his hearty thanks. 1 to the power of dismission, were opposed to
solemn pledge, and in entailing upon his
pray
all
of
you
gentlemen
to
accept
these.
and
conscience
requires,
that
every
freeman
his
re-election,
and
were
actively
employed
Shackley, westerly ti
oquence and anility. A majority of that
are due to every one of you tor the
shall exercise the elective franchise freely country a perilous precedent fraught with
, southerly by landofi1 They
sentiment just pronounced, and for the pro in behalf of his competitor. Yet not one and independently ; and that among the can the corrupting tendency which he described? body seemed disposed to accede to it, and I
was
dismissed
from
that
cause.
In
the
com

hers, containing fef
It is in vain to say that ‘ the Constitution, thought for some time, that there was high
ceedings of this day. And I owe a particular
ind the same will be 8 expression of them to that portion of my mencement and early part of his administra didates for his suffrage, he shall fearlessly
probability of its passage, at least through
tion, appointments were promiscuously made bestow it upon him who will best advance as it now stands, does not forbid these ap that House. Its great champion (Gen.
ve, at the store ofGii
friends who, although I had the misfortune
aid Shapleigh, on Sate to differ from them, in the late contest, have from all the parties in the previous canvass. the interest of his country. The presump pointments.—It does not enjoin them. If Smyth of Virginia,) pressed it with resolute
And this coursé^vas pursued until an oppo tion is that this is always done, unless the there be an inherent defect in the theoretic
But unfortunately, at the
if May next, at ok
honored me by their attendance here. 1 sition was organized, which denounced all contrary appears. But, if the consequence al character of the instrument, President perseverance
?rnoon.
have no reproaches to make.—Regrets 1 appointments from its ranks as being made of such a performance of patriotic duty is to Jackson was bound to have redeemed his last session, after the decision of the Presi
dential question, it was manifest that the
: GODING,
have. But I give, as I have received from for impure purposes.
be punishment ; if an honest and sincere pledge and employed the whole influence kindness with which it had been originallythem the hand of friendship as cordially as it
and
weight
of
his
name,
to
remedy
the
de-.
¡
preference
of
A.
to
J.
is
to
be
treated
as
a
i am aware that it may be urged that a
had greatly abated Its determined
is extended to any of rnv friends. It is highlv change was made in some of the publishers crime, then our dearest privilege is a mock feet, in its practical operation. The Consti received
patron found it extremely difficult to engage
gratifying to me to know that these and of the laws. There are about eighty annu ery and our institutions are snares.
tution admitted of the service of one man, in the House to consider it. When, at length,
thousands of others who co-operated wi i ally designated. Of these, during the tour
During the reign of Bonaparte, upon one of the Presidential office, during his life, if he
prevailed, by his frequent and earnest
ubscribers having J)W
them in producing the late political change years of the late administration, aoout 12 or those occasions in which he affected to take could secure successive elections. 1 hat he
I by the Court of Pi*
were unaffected towards me by the prejudi-1 15 were changed. Some of the changes were the sense of the French people as to his be great reformer, as President Jackson de appeals, to get it taken up, new views ap
iork, com rtiissioners j
ces attempted to be excited against me. 1 made from geographical or other local con ing made Consul for life, or Emperor, an or scribes him, whom’he professes to imitate, peared to have suddenly struck the reform
ists. It was nd longer an amendment in
ine the claims ofcrtt
entertain too high respect for the inestima siderations. In several instances one friend der was sent to the French armies to collect did not wait for an amendment of the Con their eyes, so indispensable to the purity of
ble privilege of freely exercising one's inde was substituted for another. In others, one their suffrages. T hey were told, in a public stitution to correct that defect; but, after our constitution, and the majority which had
)IW SMITH,
pendent judgment, on public affairs, to draw
opponent for another. Several papers a-a proclamation, that they were authorized and the example of the Father of his country, appeared to be so resolved to carry it now,
erwick, in the countp
in question the right of any of my fellow citi, m mg the most influential m the opposition, requested to vote freely, according io the dic by declining to serve longer than two terms, by a direct or indirect vote, gave it the go
leceased, represent«!»
zens to form and act upon their opinions in• but otherwise conducted with decorum, were tates of their best judgments, and their honest established a practical principle, which is by. That majority, I believe, was composed
r give notice that six 8
opposition to mine. 'The best and wisest a- I retained. Of the entire number ot changes convictions. But a mandate was privately- not likely to be violated.
in part of members who, after the fourth of
¡aid creditors to bringi’
mongst us are at last, but weak and falimle Hu | not more than four or five were made on ac circulated among them, importing that if
'There was another class of citizens upon March last, gave the best practical recanta
ms, and that we shall !
man beings. And no man ought to set up his count of the scurrillous character of their pa- any soldier voted against Bonaparte, he whom public offices had been showered in tion of their opinions, by accepting from the
the dwelling house«
own judgment, as an unerring standard, üy ¡ pers, and not because of the political cnar- should be instantly shot.
the greatest profusion. I do not know the new President lucrative appointments, in
which the correctness of all others is to be ¡) acter of the editors. It was deemed injurious
. Smith, in- said.»
Is there any other difference except in the number of Editors of newspapers that have direct opposition to the principle of their
irth Monday in »
tested and tried.
. .
,.
J
! to the respect and moral influence which the mode of punishment, between that casé and been recently appointed, but 1 have noticed own amendment. And now Gen. Smyth
e first Monday of the j
It cannot be doubted that, with individual j' law should alwayscommand,thatthey should the arbitrary removal of men from their pub in the public prints some fifteen or twenty. would find it even more impracticable to
'rom three to sixo’cW
exceptions, the great body of every political;j be promulgated in columns oi a public pa- lic sVations for no other reason than tliat of And they were generally of those whose pa make amongst them proselytes to his con
party that has hitherto appeared, in tms ! per, parallel with which were other col an honest and conscientious preference of pers had manifested the greatest activity in servative alteration in the constitution than
LLIAM HIGHT,
,1UEL WENT.W($
country, has been honest in its intentions and umns, in the same paper, of the grossest abuse one Presidential candidate to another ? And ) the late canvass, the most vulgar abuse of he did to gain any to his Exposition of the
patriotic in its aims. Whole parties may of the Government, and its functional les.
:k, March 9,1829,
can it Tie doubted, that the spirit which opponents, and the most fulsome praises of Apocalypse.
been sometimes deceived and deluded,
On this'subject 1 can speak with certainty, prompts these removals, is restrained from their favorite candidate. Editors are as
Reform, such as alone could interest a
TeBRATEdI^ have
but without being conscious of it ; they no |
being extended to all, in private lite, who much entitled to be appointed as any other whole people, can only take place in the.
manifested a similar preference, only by‘ class of the community ; but if the number constitution, or laws or policy of the govern
country........... —
barriers which it dare not yet break down ? and the quality of those promoted, be such ment. Now and then, under every admin
as that, which we have recently 'hand and office which I lately filled. 1 he seleaw But should public opinion sanction them how^ as to render palpable the motive of their ap istration,
and at all times a faithless or in
F Lyman, will#
there will be prejudices onCIthe
oneduring its is usually made at the commencement oftdong will those barriers remain ?
pointment ; if they are preferred, not on ac competent officer may be discovered, who.
. If
ensuing Seas®1
predilections on the other.
J
count
of
their
fair
pretensions,
and
their
s tile nUsSons
afid eyery session of Congress. It was made by
One of the worst consequences of the in
ought to be displaced. And that in all the
F following places, J,piugrcoo,
progress, we cannot calm1 the p .’.ndis me without any particular consultation with troduction of this tenure of public office will ability and capacity to serve the public, but departments of Government. But I presume
' mence on the^t'■
permit truth æ^ason to Jiave^haii .n
president o/any niemb<of his cabinet. be, should it be permanently adopted, to sub because of their devotion to a particular in that the correction of such occasional abuses
xt, viz: at Towle sb
turbed sway we ought at least, after
of In making it, 1 felt under no greater obuga- stitute for a system of responsibility, founded dividual. I ask if the necessary consequence could hardly be expected to fulfil the prom
Wednesdays, atom*
terminated, to own their empire.
s in a spirit of tion to select the . publisher ot the laws of upon the ability and integiity with which must not be to render the press venal, and ise of reform which had been so solemnly
i. Wells on M
public men and public measures,
in
a
spiri
idicate every ; the previous year than an individual feels.¡public officers discharge their duties to the in time to destroy this hitherto justly cher made. I would then ask what was the rèi
Berwick on Friday^1
candor, we should strive to eradiate ev
form intended ? What part of the Constitu
I CQinmumty, a system of universal rapacity. ished Palladium of our Liberty.
fred, on Saturday«,
bias, and to banish from our minds every conIf the/irinctfde of all these appointments tion was to be altered ? What law replied ;
J Incumbents, feeling the instability of their
Lyman the remay
sideration not
....... o—his last
situations, and knowing their liability to pe- —this monopoly of public trusts by mem what branch of the settled policy of the
nditions see
country.
,
,
leaves the Secretary bf State at liberty to riodical removals, at short terms, without bers of Congress and partisan Editors.—-be country was to be changed ? 1 he people
I do not pretend to .be more than other make the selection according to his sense ot !1 any
PRIMROSE*
regard to the manner in which they have exceptionable (and I would not hav.e alluded have a right to know what gre;^ blessing
men exempt from the influence of prejudice propriety. A publisher of the laws is not an
meed is exceeded W
to them but from my deliberate conviction
and predilection. But 1 declare most sin officer of Government. It has been judicial ; executed their trusts, will be disposed to that they are essentially vicious,) their effects was intended, by their rulers for them, ana
tine, is nine yea,’*0'j
make the most , of their uncertain offices,
to demand some tangible practical good, m
cerely
that
1
have
sought,
in
reference
to
the
are truly alarming. I will not impute to
a chesnut colour, J
present administration, and shall continue to ly so decided. He holds no commission. whilst they hold them —And hence we may President Jackson any design to subvert our lieu of a general, vague, and undefined assuThe accuracy of the statement, therefore,
ints well set, his
strive to discard all prejudices, and to judge that no officer of Government was dismissed, expect innumerable cases of fraud, pecula libeities. 1 hope and believe that he does rance of reform.
put together, and 1J
I know that the recent removals from of
its acts and measures as they appear to me to by the late administration, in consequence ot tion, and corruption.
President Jackson commenced his official not now entertain any such design. But 1 fice are attempted to be justified by a prece
affect the interests of our country.
his political opinions, is not impaired by the career on the 4th of March last, with every must say, that if an ambitious President dent drawn from Mr. Jefferson s administra
A large portion of my friends and fellow ¡.few changes ofpublishers of the laws which
motive, which- should operate on the human sought the overthrow,. oX our government, tion. But there was not the most distant
citizens from whom 1 differed on t.ie late
and ultimately to establish a different form
made.
him to forget ^l’1^.
occasion, did not disagree with me as to the were
■ ' to■ urge
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Îëw»ïïal^cô=e,ne„t. of. ins ad- analogy between the two cases. beveraT
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They are
are debarred
debarred from!
from I season, if not during the remainder of my i ‘
States. They
the head of which he stood was opposed: : United
’
lions. In such an é\ent N. York, Fenns.
’’ life,
my friends and old constituents,!
STATE NOMINATIONS,
of among
1
When he commenced .bis administration tie | voting fora President■ or any. •member
nia, Maryland and all the rest would abandon
gannet
Their sentiments, therefore, in <cheering and cheered by them, and inter
found a complete monopbly of them in the j Congress.
<
there Option
hands of the adverse party.. He dismissed relation to anv election of those officers are <changing ajl the kind and friendly offices in NATIONAL REPUBLICAN TICKET. him.
Just
so
of
Manufactures.
When
the;
las®
|
pen, ;
a few incumbents for the purpose of intro perfectly abstract. To punish them, as in <cident to private life. I wished to see them
tariff was passed there was a decisive
I
lime of
ducing, in their places, others of his own numerous instances has been done, by dis- ;all; to shake bands cordially with them ; •
fraud
in
jority
of
his
friends
in
both
Hquses,
andw*
1
FOR GOVERNOR,
Jow, if
party, and thus doing equal justice to both missing them from their employments not ’to inquire into the deaths, births, marriages
call upon tins learned Committee to poinc 1
other interesting events among them, to ,
;
sects. But the number of removals was far for what thek rfzr/, but for what they thought and
been ha / Siilent
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HOTTTöSf.
out
a
single
indication
of
MrAdam?Z
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n
^
I
identify
myself
in
fact
as
I
am
in
feeling
with
1
short of those now in progress. When Pres is a cruel aggravation of their anomalous
aredefaii
in favor of the last tariff or "’of President
goven
ident Jackson entered on his administration condition. 1 know well those who have them, and with the generation which has
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thing in been i
Jackson
’
s
against
it.
If
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last
tariff
be
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sprung
up,
whilst
I
have
been
from
home
he found a far different state of things. been discharged’ from the Department of
than ha
NATHAN
I).
APPLETON,
E
sq. of Alfred. jurious to Maine, the Jacksonites must bear
serving
them.
I
wish
to
put
my
private
af
J
There had been no previous monopoly. State ; and I take pleasure in bearing testi
nfinistra't pii, and
Hon. JOHN BODWELL, of Shafileigh.
the blame.
Public offices werê alike filled by his friends mony to their merits. Some of them would fairs to rights» and ifl can, with the blessing 'Hon. ABIJAH USHER, Jun. of Hollis.
ante mu 1 expm
And
did
Mr.
Clay
so
influence
Congress
of
Providence,
to
re-establish
a
shattered
J
jr pi’os
have
done
honor
to
any
bureau
in
any
coun

and opponents in the late election. If the
as to prevent their passing a law to yeiieve ' apology .roretei
constitution and enfeebled health.
fact could be ascertained, I believe it would try.
COUNTY TREASURER.
flutjh
juv
pi a
us in regard to the British colonial trade ?! |
It hasbeen proposed to me to offer for a seat
We may worship God according to the
refle( that t
be found that there was a larger number of
we
E
lder HENRY SMITH.
Indeed
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It
is
the
first
time
that
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have
in
the
Legislature
of
the
State.
I
should
be
dictates
of
our
own
consciences.
No
man
’
s
officers tindery he government attached than
j ’n !
learned that congress can by law compel' |i andp
right in that respect can be called in ques proud of the selection if I believed I could be
opnosed to his late election.
tended■ o’ fcoveri
the British or any other nation to trade with
¡exlait
Further. Inthe case of Mr. Jefferson’s tion. The constitution secures it. Public useful at Frankfort. I see, I think, very
us on our own terms.
However impolitic I to stifle t
Co m mumcaüons.
election it was the consequence of the people offices are happily according to the theory clearly the wants of Kentucky.—Its finan
we may deem their colonial acts, they win
sat,!e.
having determined on a radical change of of our constitution alike accessible to all, ces are out of order, but they could be easi
never abandon them, without an equivalent, ' |
system. There was a general belief among Protestants and Catholics, and to every de ly put. straight by a little moral courage on
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s
opinion
that
negoiiil nal. a(i
the majority who brought about that event, nomination of each. But if our homage is the part of the General Assembly, and a
Ear the Kennebjjnk Gazette.
Ji'3 fer
atio?i was better for us than
aigl
that their opponents had violated the consti not paid to a mortal we are liable to a pun small portion of candor and good will among
delit^ta mts&
we. ask this very commercial committee to
aI)ditw inece..
tution in the enactment of the alien and se ishment which an erroneous worship of God lhe people. Above all, we want an efficient
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prove
that it was not. Had we legislated on 1 tonrete^atk.
dition laws ; that they had committed other does not bring upon us. Those public offi system of Internal Improvements adopted by
“
We
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”
says
the
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of
the
i
socpmiB thht:
the
subject,
the
British
would
have
preferred
j
the
State.
No
Kentuckian
who
travelled
in
great abuses ; and that some of them con cers it seems, who have failed to exhibit
j
and as we did not, they pretend \ consequlitlV w
templated an entire change in the character their devotion to that mortal, are to be visit or out of it could behold the wretched condi 23d ult. “ received the address of the Com- negotiation,
¿
complain. You gentlemen should have
jnnocentHVith tl
of our government, so as to give it a monar- ed by all tlic punishment which he can in tion of our roads, without the deepest mor mittee of the republican convention at Au- to
i
something of this thing from some
Mr.Niurse v
chial east. I state the historical fact,, with flict, in virtue of laws, the exeention of which tification. We are greatly in the rear of al gusta ”—Twelve days had transpired before understood
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pretended
proceedings
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one
(say
Mr.
Collector
King)
who
knows
|
most
all
the
adjacent
states,
some
of
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was
committed,
to
his
hands
for
the
public
ry Depavteeirt.
out intending to revive the discussion, or
i
of that trade. But President Jack- I
deeming it necessary to examine whether, goo .1, and not to subserve his private purpos sprung into existence long after we were an assembly could find their way to the Argus something
:
and his cabinet are to relieve us all.
established commonwealth. Whilst they Office.-—It is a fact that no address was a- son
,
such a design existed or not. But those who, es.
tongue w mid he
.
of Nash ville, Van Buren of Albany,
At.the most important port in the United are obeying ,he spirit of the age, and nobly dopted by the Convention, nor had any been Jackson
against ti^t, no
at that day did believe it, could hardly be
virtue h^ejer
expected to acquiesce in the possession, by States the office of Collector was filled by marching foiward in the improvement of written. A committee consisting of Wm. Branch of Halifax, N. Carolina, Ingham of
virtue
hf Sever
their opponents, the minority of the nation, Mr. Thompson, whose removal was often their respectée territories, we are absolute Emerson, Benja. J. Herrick, Allen H.Cobb, the interior of Pennsylvania, &c. &c.—fine
disintertied“
Cornelius
Holland,
James
McLellen,
Joseph
prospects for the colonial tradë ! Fine piosof all the offices of a government, to which urged upon the late Administration by some ly standing sill, or rather going backwards.
apology Hr
t tiffs
some of them were believed to be hostile m of its friends upon the ground of his alleged It is scaOA credible, but nevertheless true, Chandler, Wro. Spaulding, Leonard Jarvis, pect.s for our commerce generally ’ supeija-i ' and duty s in thi
John
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Thayer
and
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Put

tively
so
for
the
Navy
to
protect
that
com-'
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The object of Mr. Jefferson was attachment to Gen. Jackson. But the late that, it took my family in the month of April,
veteran, uJis clu
princ
wn a pre-existing monopoly in . President was immoveablein his resolution to near four days to travel, through mud and nam, were appointed to address the people merce—with a President from West Tennes
to bn
be, in bin old i
and
express
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opinions
of
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Convention
see
and
a
secretary
oflhe
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from
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mire,
a
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|
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man
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.
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the
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And yet our wants, on this subject, ares I» vention of 240 men equid have instructed know' the stem from the stern of a ship. No | abruptly
The object of.President Jackson appears to Thompson’s removal was so often and so
settle bin,liccou
b*e to destroy an existing equilibrium be strongly pressed, for the reason just stated, perfectly within the compass ©four means, their committee what to say they might as gentlemen, these are not the prospects to , even agaf
tween the two parties to the late contest, and that an inquiry was made of the Secretary of juJicioqsly applied. An artificial road from well have said it themselves. This then is which you have an eye. It is office that you
i^ositew
to establish a monopoly. The object of the Treasury into the manner in which the Maysville to the Tennessee line, one branch the result of this mighty assembling of want—state offices, as those i f the United i which m i fit be
President Jefferson was the Republic and duties’of the office were discharged. The inthe direction to Nashville, and a second to the delegates of the people.—they meet and States are not sufficient to satisfy your cupid
this, he ii as pul
not h'ur.self. That of President Jackson is Secretary stated that there was no better Col strike the mouth of the Cumberland on not knowing how to speak or what to say ity, you would regain that power which you
upon
an i ijustn
they
delegate
their
delegated
tru^t
to
these
have lost.
himself and not the State.
lector in the public service ; and that his re Tennessee river. An artificial road ex
debtor
I fhis.l
eleven
gentlemen
to
tell
the
people
just
what
You speak of “the temper” ©four last
It never was advanced under Mr. Jeffer turns and accounts, were regularly and neatly tending from Louisville to intersect the oth
ill vet
this
faithi
they
please,
thereby
covenanting
and
agree

son’s administration, that devotion and at rendered, and alt the duties of his office ably er somewhere about the Bowling Green.
legislature and attempt to shoulder off the I a stain ot, Ibis a
ing
to
ratify
and
confirm
all
and
whatsoever
tachment to him were an indispensable qual- and honestly performed < as far as he knew or Oie passing by Shelbyville and Frankfort
exposure of your party upon the Governor, i waters oklie A
ifica.tion without which no one could hold or believed. This meritorious officer has been to the Cumberland Gap. And an artificial their said attornies by substitution shall do in with a back-handed compliment to him. If
GalkinIII had
be appointed to office. The contrast be removed to provide a place for Mr. Swart- roid extending from Frankfort to the mouth the premises. The number who attended to Governor Lincoln is “ a man of the purest I
not lobe \amec
tween the inaugural speech of that great wout, whose association with Col. Burr is of dig Sandy, compose all the leading roads elect the delegates, so far as we have learnt, patriotism” why did you not take him ? If
once by fhf.
man and that of his present successor was notorious throughout the United States. I wlich at present need the resources of the did not exceed twelve to a delegate, so that he was wronged by calling for “the register of
fie gi
remarkable in every respèct. Mr. Jeffer put it to the candor of all who are here to stste. These might be constructed» partly 2880 out of say 400,000 of the people of Maine the council,” why does not he. instead of the I jected by I ort, i
son’s breathed a spirit of peace. Inbreathed say if such a change can be justified in the on the Mc’Adams’ method, and partly by elect and sénd 240 delegates to nominate a council complain ? No, no, Messrs. Thayer ; by the C i will
the eight:
a spirit of calm philosophy and dignified port of New-York, the revenue collected at gnduating and bridging them, which latter governor and recommend him for election, & Co. will find that the exposure of their se
Fillebri:vm is
moderation. It treated the nation as one which amounts to about ten millions of dol male can be performed at an expense of less they make the nomination and substi cret transactions, will not make the detectors
publican who y
family. “ We are ail republicans, all feder lars, more than one third of the whole reve thaï $1000 per mile. Others lateral, con tute eleven men to make the recommenda quite so unpopular as the detected. This
Jefferson and si
alists.” It contained no denunciations ; no nue of the United States.
necting these main roads might be left to the tion and give the reasons. It is to be pre was “ reform” in its legitimate appropriate
J. Q. Ad ms.
mysterious or ambiguous language ; no re
I will detain the present assembly no lon public spirit of the local authorities and of sumed that these eleven were their best and sense. Not removing good officers and ap
visited ii on tin
ablest men, yet it required twelve days to pointing bad ones-—hut correcting gross aflections upon the conduct of his great rival ger upon subjects connected with the Gener private companies.
tor, Duff1 Oree
and immediate predecessor. What is the al Government. I hope that I shall find, in
Congress, without doubt, would aid us, if rn ature and usher forth to the world this buses, such as should have subjected the per
moval,cl.irged
manifesto.
Now
are
the
people
to
infer
that
character of the inaugural speech of the the future course of the new administration, we did not call upon Hercules without put
petrators to a judicial scrutiny. As to the
commen^das
present Chief Magistrate I shall not at less cause for public disapprobation. I most ting our shoulders to the wheel. But with the eleven remained in session all this time sympathy which the committee affect to
Duffapwpd fo
or
that
they
separated
?
If
the
Session
was
tempt to sketch. Mr. Jefferson,, upon the anxiously hope that, when its measures out that aid we could ourselves accomplish
feel lor the proscribed “ door keepers, pages
lantt
solemn occasion of his installation into office, come to be developed, at the next and sue all the works.; which 1 have described. It continued until the work was finished, we and servants who swept the rooms and , tration ;'n 0#
laid down this rule for appointment to office. ceeding sessions of Congress, they shall be vould not be practicable to complete them might presume from our knowledge of the kindled the fires”—it may be very sincere, i name, as •ire tl
These
“ Is he honest ; is he capable ; is he faithful such as are best adapted to promote the pros ■n a period of less than seven or eight years committee that if the modern doctrine of but it happens that no one was proscribed.
llic c
to the constitution ?” But capacity and integ perity of the country. I will say, with entire and of course not necessary to raise the travel and attendance at the same time, The o-ld council was permitted to retire and i ges on pi ilùnds
rity and fidelity, according to the modern sincerity, that I shall be most happy to see it whole sum requisite to the object in one year. should be allowed, their pay roll will draw in disgrace, because they had perverted their j tended g ècr'n
pi
rule, appear to count for nothing, without sustaining the American System/includingIn Funds drawn from executed parts of the sys heavily on the funds. If they separated as office and disgraced themselves. Better I versal
vindictivi'pros
the all-absorbing virtue offidelity to President ternal Improvements, and upholding the es tem might be applied to the completion of their distance from each other is great, they men were elected to succeed the Secretary 1
these tin e mí
Jackson.
tablished policy of the Government at home those that remai ned. This auxiliary resource probably made a further delegation of their and Treasurer. The Secretary of the Sen- ( thepeop e, w
delegated
powers
to
their
chairman
or
some
combined
with
the
ample
means
of
the
state,
ate
and
Clerk
of
the
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who
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been
I will not consume the time of my friends and abroad. And I shall ever be as ready to
thattyrai[ibym
and fellow citizens with observations upon render praise where praise is due, as it is properly developed, and faithfully appropri one else. It is most probable however that selected by the preceding Jackson Legisla
theirpe1 ¿cut
many of the late changes. My object has now painful to me, under existing circum ated, would enable us to construct all the the address was written by the same gentle ture were both unanimously re-elected. Let
been to point your attention to the principle stances, to participate in the disapprobation roads which I have sketched, without bur- man who designated this brother of the us know then gentlemen, (for these are the >
robe for Governor and that the Committee men with whom you seem to be best ac
thening the people.
For
which appears to have governed all of them, which recent occurrences have produced.
But. solicitous as I feel on this interesting as well as the Convention are the mere in
and
classes. I .repeat, that 1 would not
No occasion can be more appropriate than subject, I regret that I have not yet seen suf struments of his will. They all, and the quainted! who were these “ door keepers,
pages, room sweepers and fire makers,”
have touched thisunpleasant topic, but that the present, when surrounded by my former
Mr. Sb 51’iff
it seems to me to fiirnish much and just oc constituents, to say a few words on the unim ficient demonstrations .of the public will to committee especially have a strong interest who were thus cruelly proscribed ? If these
ter be sti> . T
to
do
this
—
The
contract
for
the
burnt
timcasion for serious alarm. 1 hope that I have portant subject of myself. Prior to my re- assure me that the judgment of the people
distinguished individuals have anv claims
of
the ;.flic fi
ni-.» darfiesana (
had carp*’/*
same nr ri m i 1 or
her. wauid.indvzret^orber'TTr’tnlngs—Her -r
me.
e have.been for years past unhappi rick is SeaveEs Deputy, and it is important their case that the people mav judge wheth^ I Bnga g pat i
as
a
candidate
to
represent
my
old
district
in
calm heads and sound hearts of tue country.
er it is necessary to change the Legislature ! mistake a;i the
ly distracted and divided. These dissen
And I would not intentionally say one word the House of Representatives’ that I should tions have drawn us off from a view of great that the fees should be restored. Chandler. for their special relief. You seem to have
Legislati ire.
come
to
no
absolutedecision
until
I
had
ta

is
a
z
relative
of
the
disinterested
collector
of
to excite the passions.
The mis;lakec
ken time for reflection and to ascertain what er to less important concerns.—They have Portland. Jarvis’ nomination as sheriff is not no“ bowels of compassion” for the veterans
tetter, The '
But there are a few Cases of recent remo might be the feelings and wishes of those excited bitter feelings, and animosities, and confii med and Thayer would perhaps be of the revolution and a thousand of others
a law re [uirii
val, of such flagrant impropriety, as I sin who had so often honored me with their created strong, prejudices and jealousies. I councillor again to correct the register or re turned off to starve, you can look tamely on,
cerei
Sheriffs'!b ma
cerely think, that I cannot forbear alluding suffrages. The present representative of tear that from these causes, the public is not ceive his pay according io the rule of dupli and see United States officers of the fairest
to th i
’’ der no adminisiratjon-pwor-to the district has conducted himself towards yet prepared dispassionately to consider and city. These eleven, beginning at the wrong charactersand highest experience and tai- I teceivedundi
Sreirjous
the present, .from the commencement of me with the greatest liberality ; and I take adopt a comprehensive, I think the only
end, give their reasons and then announce ents, sacrificed to gratify the cupidity of !
m \ do.
the government, have onr dipiomatic repre pleasure now in making my public acknowl practicable system of Internal Improve their
noisy demagogues and obtrusive foreigners, I
candidate.
sentatives been recalled from abroad, on ac edgments, so justly due him. He had ments, in this state. A permature effort
and reserve all your commiseration forthese ' months oa¡{ly,
They
would
elect
a
Governor
who
would
not asceusain'
count of the political ©pinions which they en promptly declined being a candidate, if I might retard instead of accelerating the ob
support the National Administration. Were door keepers, 8cc.
tertained in regard to a previous Presiden would offer, and warmly urged me to offer.
After this powerful attack upon the Le- ' months. ■ It
ject. And I must add that I fear extraneous these gentlemen governed by no selfish
those wl )' an
tial election
Within my recollection, at
Since my return home, I have mixed free causes would bias and influence the judg views, they would pause, before they would gislature, to gratify the ex-côunsellor and
»I
this time, there had been.but one instance of ly as I could with my friendsand fellow cit ment of the Legislature.
” league the executive of the State, with the deputy of Mr. Seaver, the committee ‘ habit of áten
believe elhat
1
recall of a foreign minister,u-pdér the pres izens of the district. They have met me
proceed
in
complaisance
to
Mr.
Jarvis,
to
arj
Upon
the
whole,
I
must
decline
acceding
that of the United States. Suppose such a
nearly h Iw IT
ent constitution on-account of any dissatisfac with the greatest cordiality.’ Manv of them
raign
the
executive
council.
The
prompti;
entitled I rec
tmn with him. But President Washington have expressed a wish that I would again to the wishes of those who desired to see me combination of executive power, our gov tude with which they sent the pay roll, and
did not recall Col. Monroe (the case alluded represent them Some of the most promin in the Legislature. Retirement, unqualified ernors would be soon the viceroys of his the pertinacity with which they opposed the
His dep dies
!|
retirement
from
all
public
employment,
is
majesty
and
ready
to
execute
his
will
—
Let
to) from France, on his individual account, ent and respectable of those who voted for
ifiake a at nr
reappointment of certain Sheriffs was in the
what
I
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desire.
I
would
herethe
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and
State
executives
concur
in
but because he was. not satisfied with the the present Chief Magistrate have also ex
And the pres
candid and deliberate opinion of this disinter
less the; áiad
manner in which he performed the duties of pressed a similar wish. I have every rea after, if my life and health are preserved, be their removals and appointments, until all ested committee, sufficient ground of comthe
fficers
become
the
creatures
of
executive
ready
at
all
times
to
act
on
the
principles
‘the mission. President Jackson has ordered son to believe that there would be no opposi
on that icca
Bt’
was’ to be sure, very modest in
home two of out foreign Ministers, one fill tion to me from any quarter or any party, if which I have avowed ; and whenever at a power and where then áre our liberties to be k«
Seaver I iew
Air. Jarvis to state and as an organ too of the
more
auspicious
period,
there
shall
appear
found?
We
meet
the
Committee
at
the
ing the most important European mission I were to offer. But if.I am not greatly"de
did rece tie n
republican Augusta Convention, thatAe and
to
be
a
probability
of
my
usefulness
to
the
threshold
and
we
insist
that
it
would
be
a
and the other the most important qf our mis ceived in the prevailing feeling throughout
the first fix t
the rest of the sheriffs suspended,“ were re
Union
or
to
the
Stale,
I
will
promptly
obey
dangerous
principle
that
a
governor
must
sions on this continent. In both cases the the district, it is one more delicate and re
than in t ie la
jected solely on the ground that they were
anv
call
which
the
people
will
be
pleased
to
entertain
coincident
views
with
the
Presi

sole ground of recall is that they were oppo
republicans and had supported Gen. Jack- : that moi ’ ac
make.
spectful
towards
me,and
I
appreciate
it
much
dent.
He
is
the
guardian
of
the
constitu

sed to his election as President. And as if higher, than if it had been manifested in loud
son.
We know nothing personally of Mr. ! writs we ufe Sf
And now, my friends and fellow-citizens, tional rights of his state and he should watch Jarvis
there should be no possible controversy on calls upon me to return to my old post. It
more fe< for
republican principles. But whatever
this head, one of them was recalled before referred the question to my own sober judg I cannot part trom you, on, possibly, this last with vigilance against federal encroach his professions we had believed that the
the last, W
occasion of my addressing you, without reit ments. Suppose the President should cede principles were about coincident with those
it was known at Washington that he had
knew t e c
ment:
My
former
constituents
were
gener

reached Bègota, the place of his destination, ally ready to acquiesce in any decision I erating the expression of my thanks from a our territory, must we have a submissive of our Minister to the Netherlands. We
informal |n,
and consequently before he could have possi might think it proper to make. ’ Ifl were to heart overflowing with gratitude. I came governor or one who without hope or fear well recollect that in the convention for
tion in is
bly disobeyed any instruction or violated any offer for Congress they were prepared to among you, now more than thirty years ago, would contend for our rights ? The constitu forming the Constitution of Maine, they were
inquiriei
duty.
an orphan boy, pennvless, a stranger to you tion itself inculcates a reasonable jealousy be put to, but did not stand the test, on the
combin yion
support me with their accustomed zeal and
tween the federative & state powers, and the
(lo."“*T fe
The pecuniary effect of these changes is true heartedness. I thank them all, from all, without friends, without the favor of the Senators and the state executives are set as question whether wild lands ought not to pay
They w hr
the certain expenditure, in outfits, of $18,000, the bottom of my heart, whether they agreed great. You took me up, cherished me, sentinels to guard them from encroachment the same advalorem as cultivated lands. Itis
little qui ible
and perhaps more- than, trippje that sum in or differed with me in the late contest, for caressed me, protected. me, honored me. Nothing could so effectually impair and per possible that upon some such aristocratic no
You have constantly poured upon me a bold
portant ’list
contingencies.— Now it does seem to me that this generous confidence,
Rnd unabated stream of innumerable favors. vert the spirit of the constitution, as a perfect tions and practices this, “ republican” might
from ju t s
(and I put it to your candid judgment
have
been
suspended.
The
Committee
ob

coincidence
of
federal
and
State
executives.
I
have
deliberated
much
on
the
question.
■ Smith w| eo v
whether) this is too large a sum for the pub My friends m other parts of the Union are 1 ime, which wears out every thing, has in
ject
to
Mr,
Hunton,
because
they
dont
All
State
officers
should
entertain
State
creased and Strengthened your affection for
out in hi on
lic to pay because two gentlemen had piade
know him. Itis very probable that there
a mistake of the name which they should divided in opinion about the utility of any me. Mhen l seemed deserted by almost partialities, but when a predilection of the are very many excellent men in the State
view ofl ifis !
services
which
I
could
render,
at
the
pres

President
of
the
United
States,
shall
become
the
whole
world,
and
assailed
by
almost
ev

have written on a little hit of paper thrown ent period, in the National Legislature.
Sheriffa'n
wnom that Committee know nothing of—-as ,
into the ballot boxes. Mistake I they had This state of things, at home and abroad, ery tongue and pen and press, you have a necessary qualification for a State officer, they may not be in the habit of associating
towhat '
your
safeguards
are
gone
and
the
powers
of
fearlessly
and
man
fully
stood
by
me,
with
forts to ec'
not voted at ali, one being out of the Unit left me free to follow the impulse of my own
wit.ii such. But it is satisfactory to us that
the
state
are
sw
’
allowed
up
in
the
gigantic
unsurpassed
zeal
and
undiminished
friend

ed States, and the other out of his own
we do know Mr. Hunton and that he is' i who wil aid
State, at the time of the election, The mo feelings and the dictate of my own judgment. ship. When I felt asif 1 should sink beneath power of the Union. 1'his committee, with every way qualified for Governor of the i holders ■e:
ney is therefore to be paid because they These prompted me to remain in private the storm of abuse and detraction, which was wonderful knowledge of the subjects ’were State. He is and always has been a republL I er. Th ya
made a mistake in the abstract opinions life. In coming to this resolution I did not violently raging around me, 1 have found opposed to the last national administration can in profession and practice. He was iih I the tom y e
which they held, and might possibly, if they mean to impair the force of the obligation myself upheld and sustained by your encour because it instituted the Panama mission fa tavour °f Mr. Adams’ re-election as was
controul (he
which every citizen, in mv opinion, aging voices and your approving smiles. I voured internal improvements and the pro
had been at home, have erroneously’ inscri under
down w bm
(
stood to the last flickering of human life, to* have, doubtless, committed many faults.and ' tection of american manufactures and has Judge Smith and has not changed and-sold
bed one name instead of another on. their dedicate hrs best exertions to the service of
such a st ite
i
himself
to
the
Jaskson
party,
as
has
Judge
neglected
the
W.
India
trade.
indiscretions, over \>hich you have thrown
ballots.
safety tc ifhi
ij
the Republic. I am ready to act in confor the broad mantle of your charity. But I
Now as to the mission to the Spanish smith. He is a gentleman of fine talents,is
fiwbitiot:?! vi
There would be some consolation for this mity with that obligation whenever it shall can say, and in the presence of my God and American Congress, it was an experiment a plain practical farmer and a common
theekcj in
i
waste of public treasure, if it were compensa be the pleasure of the people, and such a of this assembled multitude I will say, that I upon,
which pnbTic opinion was divided and sense man, as is not Judge Smith. In his e1
Bodwei U
i
ted by the superiority of qualification on. the. probability of usefulness shall exist as will have honestly and faithfully served my especially
as the object was less understood lection there is no danger ofi intrigues and
!
know th »21
i
part of the late appointments in a compari l justify my acceptance of any service which country ; that I have never wrongjed it ; and than
it now is. Had those states met, it is pai tiahties m the administration of Justice■
and for 11ie
son with the previous—But I know all four they may choose to designate.
impossible
to conjecture what would have no fear that while the canvass is going on,
that
however
unprepared
I
lament
that
I
am
1
or the gentlemen perfectly well and my
suitors will not have equal iustice, I can get u !p
I have served my country now near thirty to appear in the Divine presence, on other been the benefit of the mission—But Con partisan
Gentlemen, yoUr attempt to
f.(P
not go in he
firm conviction is, that in neither.change has
gress
approved the measure and the Senate
accounts,
I
invoke
the
stern
justice
of
His
'
years.
My
constitution,
never
very
vigor

fit to be J«
the public gained any intellectual advantage.
confirmed the appointment of the ministers. rIm kiS\V/hi e -yOu affect to reunite the
judgment
on
m^
public
conduct
without
the
'
ous,
requires
repose.
My
healthy
always
ploy the ì il
In one of them indeed, the victor of Tippe
P . cans against them, is. as awkward
1 ney Were not sent in the recess—and the
mtejears very delicate, demands care. smallest apprehension of his displeasure.
at least ïgl
,
canoe and of Thames, and of whose gallan of
i.s all the evil, in all not one fourth of th ^despicable. The truth is vou hncu>
Mr. Clay concluded by proposing the fol- expence
‘
My private affairs want my attention. Uppn
their pan
try many who are now here, were witnesses, my return hmme. I found my house out of lowing toast:
wnat Jackson has incurred by removals and If™ r 5re -ls nQW .no essential" distinc»
the
Dfi
:
is replaced by a gentleman,, who, if he pos
'ut
on, but it is your aim, which every body
77ie State of Kentucky.—A cordial union iappointments of foreign minwters since the can perceive, to unite the republicans by
bargain, i P.
sesses one single attainment to qualify him repair ; my farm not in order, the fences
oenate adjourned.
for the office, I solemnly declare it has escap down, the stock poor, the crop not set, and ot all parties in favor of an efficient system of
ft'ard ag itim
late in April the corn-stalks of last year’s Internal Improvements adapted to the wants i Internal Improvement is a subject which imposing on them thq belief that the feder.
ed qiy discernment.
fice-holc 1'6
the President cannot originate. Hecanônlv a_ ists are to be repudiated and at the same
growth still standing in the field, a sure sign of the State.
deeper i te
There was another class of persons whose of slovenly cultivation.
approve or reject the acts for this purpose) time to flatter the federalists that thev are
the eye, H
expulsion from office was marked by pecu
o
be
received
into
full
communion.
Neither
lhe
truth
is
that
for
three
years
past,
no
Under all circumstances, I think’ that
the staff
liar hardship and injustice. Citizens of the without being Hable to the reproach or der
stratagem
will
take
—
both
parties
will
sus-,
act
in
its
favor
could
have
been
passed
Sti awbefries,
inches in circumference,
tocracy
BlstMct of Columbia were di priced of all eliction of any public duty*to my country or
pect
you.
Touareswre
o/We
without
the
co
operation
of
a
large
portion
sion of a ry
actual participation in the elections of the to my friends, I maj continue at home, for a have been taken from Dr. Manchester’s of Gen. Jackson s friends in both houses of oj/zçcs . and^would get those of the State.
garden, Pawtucket, this season.
ties are ‘.go
Congress-President Jackson will not, he 1 his is the whole story, miserably and'
^urselv
told. '
Examines
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LONDON, MAY 23.

LIST OF LETTERS 1

We understand that His Royal Highness
Remaining in. the Post Office at Berwickj
the Duke of Cambridge is about to return to
WheilUle,' T'here cannot be a more miserable apology
ir proscription than that offered by the
England, and, at the express desire of His
Me. June 30, 1829;
MTgO-AY,
18^9.
was a decjs
ickson men, that they have discovered
Majesty, will be appointed to the situation of
ln Hoth Hnuse
Ä.
B. C. D. E. F. G.
^T'lnmiuee’to’!'" and in some of the public officers at VVashWe do not conceive an apology necessary Commander in-Chief.
ACOB ALLEN,—Thomas Butler, Josh
It is rumored in certain circles, and v/as ve
ot Ml Adwpit igton—Now, if it be true that Watkins has for occupying so large a part of our paper
ua Brooks, Thomäs Bell, 4, Joseph
?en fraudulent and Nourse and Fillebrown
ry generally talked of in parliament last
tariff of’of
Brackett, 2, Horatio G. Bridgham,—Hum
L 11 the last tai^S ’e defaulters, it would be no very strange to-day withthe speech of Mr. Clay. It will night, that Admiral Malcolm has received
phrey Chadbourn, Jr.— Sarah .Davis, Wil
he Jacksonites r ■ ling in a government like ours, is no more amply repay an attentive perusal, which we instructions to protect all British merchant
liam Davis,—Eben. Goodwin.
ian has been discovered under every ad- hope its great length Will not detyf any one men. who may wish to break the Russian
and what wt, with all our vigil from giving it. It is a bold, fearless, and un blockade of the entrance of the Dardanelles.
H. 1. J, K. L.
MARRIED-In Bangor,.. on the evening
T so influence Cor linistration,
ice must expect. But surely it is a lame
In fact, it was said, the intelligence of some of the 24th ult. by Hon. William D. Wil
Paul liussey, Nancy Hobbs, John Hooper;
’ passing a lilw to ance
derstanding inquiry into our national affairs. collision is hourly expected.
iciifi j jology for proscribing all far and near.
liamson, Charles O. EMeRson, Esq. Coun Affios Hill,—Daniel Earey-.
xvhen
But the pretext is evert contemptible when
sellor at law, of York, ,to Miss Harriet
M. N. O. P. Q. R. S:
< e_ reflect
plan had been determined
-.2- / that
/ the
■/-_2
J....... :..m
Jane Phillips, daughter of the late Dea.
The Executive Council of this State ad
BALTIMORE, JUNE 24.
Joseph Murphy, 3, George Manson, Joan
coiuj) 1J and put in execution, before
ftffbre these preJohn
Phillips,
of
Portland.
■’
fnded discoveries, and these are brought in journed on Thursday last, to Wednesday,
Death ofthe Queen oj Spain.—<¿apt. Snow,
In Scarborough, 24th ult. Mr. Joseph na Messenger, Joshua Meader, Sarah Mea
) stifle the'clamor against this unprincipled the 21st of October next.
of the ship States, arrived here last night Johnson, of Hollis, to Miss Mary Ann Booth- der,—J. W, Pierce, —John Sedgley.
■!! cohnnal acts,theV; roscription—Jackson’s friends found that a
T. U. V. W. X. Y.
William Goodenow, Esq. of Biddeford, from Gibraltar, mentions the Report of the by, of S.
i?’Ylthout'a<nqil
In Keene, N H, Lyman Batton, Esq. sen
Mary Thurrill,—Josiah Watson, Jemima
r ay sopmionili ' dorm was gathering, that the people saw that was appointed Chief Justice of the Court of Death of the Queen of Spam. This nev^s
11 his vaunted “ reform” was only to reward
was officially received from Madrid the day ior editor of the Newport Spectator, to Miss Wiggin,—Nathaniel Young.
O US than
is personal adherents at the expence of fi- Sessions for the County of York.
that he sailed, (24th May.)
Minute guns Hannah Hale.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
The Executive have designated Friday were fired the whole day, and the Castles and
elity., talents & integrity, they were disgusted
On Monhagan Island, (Me.) Mr. Henry
'.
li;ul we legist, i nd it was necessary to provide a shelter and the fourth day of December next, for the shipping flags were half ihast. Capt. Snow Trefethren, formerly of Kittery, to Miss
' XVP kUUlil haVeP'Wi I J
5 .irrvi UCVVU.C
a. ■ pretend at least: that
Ann, youngest daughter of Rev. Enos Bax
Execution of James Murphy, of Kennebunk- came off without any papers.-^ Gai.
■ - - -■ officers
1 1
. had
. . become
«
«
e did not, they
jo corrupt that none could be trusted and it
ter, of Bristol.
Port,
convicted
of
the
crime
of
miirder
in
‘ ^ernen
’
‘
onsequently was necessary to punish the
Saco, 28th ult. Mr. Charles Runnells,
From Havana.—éy the Panther at Ndw- to In
mg of dnsthinglroms()s j unocent with the guilty.'
May last. The execution will take place in
Miss Ann Dearbon.
glEALED proposals will be received by
Jure 12 is reLt ctor King) who kiwi Mr. Nourse was id
ph rifterf with
identifed
with the trMaiu
treasu- York, between the hours of 11 and 12 A. M. York from Havana, new
New-York, Mr. James Shaff, victualler Uj? the Selectmen until the 20th day of
ceivedofthe expedition said to befitting out of InFulton
rade. But President^ / y Department. His virtue and integrity
Market, weighing sixty-three August for clearing and making the new road,
at Havana against. Mexico. It
7 ‘consists,
/
says pounds, to Miss
¡vt are to relieve US) rere proverbial
- " ' —No tongue, but a Jackson
Matilda Castine, of the same from the old road near Samuel H irt’s, to the
f oi two
.New-Hampshire —Matthew Harvey, the Ìóiirriftl óf C
He, Van Buren of Afe ji angue would have dared to assail him. But
weight.
Wells line, bbing about 140 rods. Persons
’ N • yarolma, lngb , gainst that, no character however fair, no has been nominated by the Jackson party in three frigates and1 several brigs aid -choonIn
Charlestown,
N. H. Mr. L. French, making proposals will state the price per rod
•
ship Bingham;
mnsylvania, &c.
irtue however pure, no patriotism however New-Hampshire as a candidate for Govern ers. rhe American
. . .. of .Phifi_ aged 37, to Miss Lucy
Hardy,aged
14.
y H
at which they will do the work, and the
colonial trade I Fine mi isinterested and exalted was proof. As an or. Gov. Pierce declines a re-election.—We ladelphia; and brig Chilian; had been char
manner in,which the.road will be made:
tered for conveying troops and the captains
merce generally! «t pology for this wanton perversion of justice
EDWARD E. BOURNE,Y e ,
CBÏTÔARÏ
Navy to protect tK nd duty, in the discharge of tliis faithful understand that Gen. Upham, of Portsmouth, of other vessels >ve,re making proposals to
JAMES Ti rCOMB
C Selectmen of
L-bident from
ceteran, his character must be assailed and Will be supported by the friunds of the laté the Same effect, it was Said, aifd generally
TOBIAS WALKER
\ Kennebunk.
directed
believed,
that
the
expedition
w':
°Hne Navy from Meii’ tie, in his old age, branded as a defaulter. administration, as a candidate for Governor.;
July 4,1829.
’
.against Mexico ; add tlidt the landing would
who perhaps does j le was forced out of the office so rudely and
ibe made at Campeachy'; with 5000 men, the
>m the stern of’asli) r bruptly that time was mil allowed him to
CopavlntwsWip Dissolved.
We have the letter of Gamaliel E. inhabitants of that place being considered
ai e not the firosji^ Lettie his accounts—From abundant caution
He copartnership heretofore existing
0 eye. It is office th* ven .against suspicion of his integrity, he Smith, Esq. of Newfield, addressed to friendly to the Spanish government. The
troops would then intrench themselves, and
‘S
hncQ .
under the name of *
.
■s, Í4Q
as ’• tthose
of the.. ir/
Uni: f .'eposited
^2000, to“ provide for any balance Messrs. Samuel Moody
Lauriston Ward, await the 20,000 men, who Were shortly ex
gowen & Tibbets,
cient to satisfy youi'c® Ihich might be found against him,” and for of Saco, .in type, but are unable to insert it
pected, from Old Spain.” This’ statem'ért
gain that power wliicbj ibis, he was published as d defaulter, when
of Shapleigh,. is this day by mutuai consent
seems hardly credible How is Spain to’Send
DIED—In Roxbury, Thatcher Godard, dissolved, and all persons indebted to said
, pon an adjustment, the government was his this week.
.
20;000 men to Mexico ?
Esq. aged 68 years.
“ the temper” ofoinilriphmr I This rude and sax age sacrifice of
firm are hereby called upon to make imme
The order imposing an extra duty of $5
In Kittery, on the 27tb ult. Miss Sarah diate settlement at the same store, which
ibis
ttempt to shoulder
' faithful veteran offihe rex oknion, will fix
We invite the attention of our readers to per barrel, on American Flour, although pat
Jane
Papl,
aged
21,
daughter
of
Mr.
Hugh
:
stain
on
this
administration
which
alPthe
party upon the Gove»
the communications in the preceding col in force on the 1st in^t. was not issued until Paul, of Eliof. Her death was occasioned will be occupied bv John Gowen in future.
:ed compliment to him, waters of the Atlantic cap never wash out.
JOHN GOWEN,
the, 3d.
bv being thrown from a Waggon while on her
i is ” a man of the pi Watkins had become obnoxious for reasons umns.
.
IRA TIBBETS.
'fhree days before the Panther left, thè U. way to Portsmouth.
Shapleigh,
June
2d,
1829.
did.^ i/oîz not take him!'o.ot to be named. He w^ to be crushed at
S. ship Hornet sailed on a cruise—all well.
In Limington, 16th ult. Ma’ry Howe, at
’ calling for “ the rem»' nee by eight indictments.. Four were re
LATEST FROM EUROPE.
News is received of the death of John the advanced age of 103 years and 4 months.
does not he, instead oiracted by the grand jury, three were yuashed
By the arrival of the ship Silas-Richards M A’dock, Esq. seinor partner of the house She has left a husband a few weeks younger
py
the
Court,
and
while
we
are
writing
this
? No, no, Messrs. Thiji
at New-York, London and Liverpool papers <jf Murdock, Storey &Co. vvho died of apo than herself, with whom she has lived in the
at the exposure of theif)ihe eighth will bax’e shared a similar fate.
‘
marriage state about 84 years She died in
to May 24 are received.—The news from plexy on thè 6th inst.
York ss. ^WTAKEN on execution and
Fillebrovm
is
a
son
of
the
yenerable
re

will not make therf«
hope of abetter life and xvorld.
’
’ _M.
will be sold at PtJBLid
the seat ofw.ar is not important,—Bus. Pat.
.ar as the detected. ?publican who was czff elector Who voted for
In Portsmouth, Mrs. Mary Blunt, 53. For .Auction, at the st *e of Timothy Shavw, iff
The Spitalfield weavers struck for wages
A .letter received in Philadelphia, con more than thirty days, preceding her death, Sanford, on Saturday, the 25th day of July,
i its legitimate appropr efferson, and since an elector who voted for
oving good officersandr. Q. Adams. The sins of the father were, to the number of 5000, and no compositio firms the intelligence via Boston, of an in she declined the use of all sustenance except A. D. 1829, at tour of the clock in the after
is—hue correcting gm1 ¿sited upon the son—The President’s men- had taken place with the masters on the 21st tended descent on the coast of Mexico from water.
noon, all the equitable right, title and interest,
‘or, Duff
Green
had,’ to
to apoiog
apologize
tor his
re- ult. A deputation had been sent to them to Cuba. It \-ne\y\0T\3confidentially, from what
mid have subjected®^,
,U i b
itT
ze tor
ms rewhich Robert Tripp has in and to a tract
idinal scrutiny A J noval
’ charged
as a’ defaulter
.... ... ....
i' him
’
“ ’ .. . and he had
i know whether they would comply with the sources the necessary funds were obtained,
taiciai scrutiny. Astejommenceda
__ .-.«r
;k„i
of land or farm situate in Sanford, containing
suit against Duff for the ilibel.
1 the committee afa( DufFapplied for protection and the adminis proposals made to them before their works and details other particulars, which renders
about thirty acres, and is the same farm on
were sealed. In the Other manufacturing it very improbable that the sailing of the
ribed “ <door keepers,^
which he now lives and occupies, and is the
tration granted him a prosecution in its districts no serious outrages had taken fleet xvill be a mere feint. The point of at
10 swept
.... rooms r
)t the
parcel of land he has and holds by virtue of a
!pame, as an offset, for pretended arrears.
pp.ee.
tack will most likely be Sisal or Campeachy.
s”—it may be very®'1 T hese are the pitiful apologies, for outra
Bond or contract in writing for a conveyance
’Connell is not admitted to his seat
1 at no one was prosciiges on public opinion. These are the pre in Mr.O
upon Conditions to be by him pertormed,the house of commons, and a new writ had
SHIP
2TOW: with the buildings thereon standing
was permitted toreWtended grounds of a general sweep, a uni issued for Clare. It was decided he could
New-Orleans
papers
to
May
30th
make
ise they had perverted!^versal proscription, a cruel, unprecedented,
>
WILLIAM EMERY, Jr. D. Sheriff.
only be admitted to his seat after taking the mention that a boat of a suspicious appear
June 13th, 1829.
’,«iced Themselves.
vindictive proscription.
the vases
eases ui
of oath of supremacy. This he declined—say- ance, with six men, and a considerable quan
. n Ji', i ivinmciivc
uiusvnpivu. When
IIU'.UHIV
rn° fJlccee^ ;f|T:hese three men, shall be fully understood by rng, when at his request that oath was shown tity of arms and ammunition on board, had
1 he becretary d
people, we hazard nothing in predicting, to him, “ there is one assertion in this oath been seized, It was supposed they were on
KENNEBUNK, JULY 4.
the House who WLs t tyranny most despotic wili be fixed upon which I do not know to be true ; there is a piratical expedition
their persecutors.
Examiner.
another in it which I believe not to be true.
York ss ?MT;VKEN on Éxecution and
An article from Baton Rouge states that
ARRIŸF.p’.
lanimously re-elected, .
’
’
' M.
will be sold at Public
1 cannot, therefore, take this oath.”
the cotton crops begin to suffer from the wet
a tiemen, (for these aw
June
25
—
Sch.
Traveller,
Gloucester,
with
Auctiôn, on Friday, the 24th day of July A.
Mr. Hume moved for a consideration of and the cultivators were apprehensive of the
For the Kenn ebunk Gazette.
n you seem to be bet
Fish,
Sec.
(he corn laws, on the 19th of May. His mo- rot.
D. 1829, at nine of the clock in the forenoon,
rere these “ door hf
27—Sch. Plough boy, Walker, Boston.
f m 'had* onb’ y -12 in its
' favor;
at the Store of Shelden Hobbs., in Berwick,
eepers
and fire mate
29—Brig-James & Isabella, Emery, Boston. all the right in equity, that Timothy lier.
J Mr. Sheriff Seave’ nd his fi :nds had bet
Mr Hobthouse, the same day, moved to
ruelly proscribed? Iluer be sttn. They c? ¡ot divert the attenti oi
In a letter from one of the Editors of theingjn abfill for amending the acts relative
deen, of York, has to redeem the farfa
sailed.
Jividnals have.ajiyJ,■of the public from tr main questi01
whereon he now lives, situate in Yofk, Con
->k>V f»eiT •>> children \n factories, New-Yoik Courier, dated Washington; Jhw< • June 22—Sch. Lewis, Webber, Bbston.
taining about fifty two acres bounded by land
of the abuses that existed under 12, we have the following annunciation ofi- 24—Sloop Mary, Perkins, do.
>e people maygreat "mse about ai mere
Gen. Jackson as a candidate for re-election.
iport of
system.
of Henry Butler, Mosei Warren, Ephraim
of.the
to change the Lenl/5lyst.ale»m
“ aR, Gommitt
Joy, Jonathan Gray, and the. Bennett Lot,
did him io-injury,
under tHe sway of Dorn Miguel, The letter says, “ Gen. Jackson never sought
MEMORANDA.
- ’ You
?..j seem
’sla.t“r?' Ifo reportr <1:
relief.
seem kkS
to'
not make his case worse or
> be the scene of the most cruel the presidential chair, and the little experi
Sago, Juhe 24—Ar. schs. Saco, Murch, under the incumbrance Of a Mortgage.
compassion” 1
mer Legislature li< d passed sliffe
Conditions at Sale.
and oppression.
Twenty-three ence which he has had, having taught him Boston ; Columbia:, Gains, do. ; sip. Enter
: and a C_____
thousand__ law requiring him as well as the
other Const’.!rdronaiists were condemned in April the absolute necessity of introducing at prize, Carter, do. ; 26th, schs. Lion, Stubs,
WILLIAM EMERY, Jr. D. Sheriff.
re, you can looktameiy'ja
.
June 13th, 1829.
l:Sheriffs to make a return of all fees he had as having been concerned in the insurrection Washington a more healthy administration do.; Orolong, Emery, do. ; Abigail,Scam
itates
officers
of
the
fiiç
■ i, „
.
freceiveuanu
waseijuucu
teceived and was
entitled to receive for one at Oporto, lasr yea-r, twelve of xvhorn were of public affab’s, he will consider it his duty man, do.; 28th, sch. Volga, Nason, Provi
to sacrifice his personal comfbrt.to the wish dence— Sailed, 24th, schs Polly, Nickerson,
‘ . This executed a :d eleven banished.
.previous to the tst of Oct. Ì828.,
to gratify the cupidi!). he did. not do. But made a return for six
riierf xva.s an order in the Lisbon Gazette es of the people, and consent to serve anoth
AKEN on Execution and
:s and obtrusive foreigtf months only, and pretended that he could of may 1st, to . fomiss < ight Portuguese Con er term as President of the United States, if Providence ; Sally, Lewis, do. ; Ant Benson,
York, ss.
Crowell,
,; 25th,, schs.
s. New-Hope, C
will be sold at Public
nir commiseration forti, not ascertain the amount for the other six suls, viz : at Pîûladeipbia, New-York, Elsi- they, in their wisdom, should require it. Norwich
"
- - -Small,
- do.
26th>
Providence ; "
Hope-’s Lady,
Auction, at the store of Skeele &Hqbbs$
months. It will require some charity in neur, Stettin. Paris, Marseilles,. Ha# re-de- 'that it will be their wish to have him con sch. Dorcas-Hawes, Burgess, do. ; sloop
in
Sanford,
on
Saturday,
the 25th day of July
'erful attack upontW those who are acquainted with Mr. Seaver’s Gracè. and Barcelona.
tinue in the important station which he now Charles, Benson, Nantucket.
A. D. 1829, at five of the clock id the after
itify the ex-counsellor habit of attending to his pecuniary affairs, to
Count Portât is is placed at the head of the fills, no man, in his senses, can doubt ; and
At New-Orleans, 8th wit. brigs Horace, noon, all the equitable right, title and inter
Mr. Seaver, the commit1 believe that he could not ascertain very department of foreign affairs. M. Bourdeau, I, therefore, look forward to his re-election,
Hatch, of this port, for New York, loading ; est, which James Wilkinson, has in and to a
laisance to Mr. Jarvis,!) nearly how much he had received and was Under Secretary m the Department c4 Jus as a matter of certainty.” &c.
Leonidas, Ward, Baltimore, do.; Eunice, tract of land, situate in Sanford, containing
ve council. The pro^ entitled to receive for the other six. months. tice is made Keeper of the seals. The ad
The same letter says, ” the President’s Stephenson, of Saco, New York, do.
about twenty-five acres, and is the same land
they sent the fiat/roll,I His deputies are required by their bonds to ministration was compelled, by the refusal health,
math- better than 1 supposed it to
At Hamburgh, previous to the 10th May-, he has and holds by virtue of a bond or con
vith which they oppose!: tpake a return to him once in six months. of the Duke of Laval Montmorency to Join be, and isyou
wilt be somewhat surprised ship Constitution, Stone, of this port, for tract in xivriti’ng for a conveyance upon condi
F certain Sheriffs was in Afid the presumption is that they did so, un it, to look within itself for a substitute, rath when I inform you that he is at this moment
tion to be bv him performed.
irate opinion of this (B less they had an intimation from him that er than make concessions to either party in in better health than he was during the New Orleans, 15th.
At Bordeaux, May 16, brig Cadmus,
WILLIAM. EMERY, Jr. D. Sheriff.
sufficient ground ofd on that occasion they might omit it. Mr. the Chamber.
Greek war or Campaign at New-Orleans !” White, of this port, Ponce, 10. In the river,
June 13th, 1829.
to be sure, very wofc. Seaver knew one thing at least. That he
In a conversation on the expenses of the
brig Mars, from Havre.
te and as an organ tooelt did receive more pay for attending Court, in year, the Minister of Finance stated that
ista Convention, thatiii the first six months, which he did not return, t;. ? expedition to the Moreahad occasioned
fiTayy of the United States.—The Navy of
SPOKEN.
eriffs suspended,“ M than in the last which he did. He knew also only an extraordinary charge of 20,000,000 of the United States consists of seven ships of
22d ult. lat. 35 40, Ion. 72|, brig Hudson,
Ya nr c? TOaKEN on Execution and
:he ground that thep! that more actions were entered and more francs, or about 42800,000 sterling.
the line, seven frigates of the first class, Lord, of this port, 10 days from Havana, for
i0Rk' ss- 4L will be, Sold at Publichad supported Gen,lit writs were served, and he was entitled to
All apprehension of the scarcity of bread four frigates of the second class, twelve Amsterdam.
Auction, at the store of Timothp Shaw, in
t nothing personally ofl’ more fees for the first six months, than for stuff had vanished,
sloops of war*and seven- schooners. The ol
25th ult. lat. 37, sch5. Milo, from Saco.
Sanford, bn Saturday, the 25th day of July, A.
n principles. Butwh® the last. Why did he not then when he
Count Diebitsch has been removed from dest vessels are the trigates United States,
D 1829, at four of thé clock In the afternobn
xve had believed that: knew the object of the Legislature was the chief command of the Russian army, in Constitution, and Constellation, all built in
all the right in equity that Woodman Beal,
ibout coincident withfe information, give them the best informa its operations against'Turkey. His success the'year 1797. There are now building in
of Sanford, has to redeem the farm wnereto the Netherlands. I tion in his poxver instead of evading their or is not yet named.
the United States, seven ships of the line and
on he now lives, situate in Sanford, with the
The St. Petersburg Gazette, of April 24th six frigates. Of the rank of Lieutenants and Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk, buildings on the same, subject to a mortgage
hat in the convenfa! inquiries ? 'Take, care gentlemen. This
July Í, Í829.
ititution of Maine, they« combination to presere sinecures xvill not gives an account of an attack of the Turks upwards theye are 325, surgeon-s and sur
to Benjamin Béal, of Sahford, afotesaid.
The people xvjll not endure it. upon the village of Rasta. r\bout 500 of the geon’s mates 97, pursers 41, chaplains 9,
not stand the test, do.
A. B. C.
WILLIAM EMERY, Jr. D. Sheriff.
r wild lands ought not to 'They xvill try the case on the merits. Your enemy çrossed the Danube in 16 boats. An midshipmen 445,. sailing masters 30. boat lOiENJAMIN Adams,—Benjamín Brown,
June 13th, 1829.
,
rem as cultivatedlandH little quibbles about clerical errors or unim action took place, in which 41 Turks were swains 17, gunners 19, carpenters 43, sail-i
Isaac Butland, Colman Bickford, Dor
in some such aristocratic portant mistakes, will not. save your conduct killed,- among whom vyas the Commander, makers 14. In the Marine Corps there are cas Any Bussell, William Bragdon,—Ste
:es this, “ republican Hfrom
____ jjust
.. scrutiny and just Censure. Mr. Hassan Effendi Iman, of the Mosque of Lor- one Colonel, nine Captains, and 39 Lieuten phen Cooper, Caroline Cleaves,
nded. The Commit® Smith who was on the Committee has come nec. The Turks took refuge in their boats, ants. The oldest offeer in the ¿Navy, is John
D. E. F.
Ynnr <? <? TOAKEN on execution all the
inton, because they, out in his own name and gives a full and fair but the Russians took four of them, and,sunk Rogers, President of the Board of Commis
Jnshuà EatonDeborah Fletcher, Fran
ork, ss.
right in equity that Sam
very probable that W view of this subject. Jt is the object oj i,ne.. six more with the people in them. Three sioners of the Navy, He entered the ser cis Fortune.
uel Goodwin, of Shapleigh, in said county,
excellent men in the») Shenffand his friends to bring hisfees back only were killed and 25 wounded on the part vice in March, 1798.— His present commis
yeoman, has of redeeming the farm on which
G. H. I. J.
sion is dated 5th March, 1799. There are
mittee know nothirlW to what they were. Hence their untiring ef of the Russians.
Châties Goodwin, Rev. Beriah Green, 2, he now lives, situated m said Shapleigh,
The celebrated Tchassan Oglou, xx ho com 15 Navy agents, 7 Naval Storekeepers, and
in the habit of assort forts tp elect Senators and .Representatives
t is satisfactory tod who will aid them in this object. 1 he office; manded at Nffiopoli, has lately been arrested 8 Naval Constructors. The estimate requi-. Harriet Gillpitrick,— Luther Hanscom, (containing twenty-five acres more or less,}
!r Hunton and that ipjolders are all combined to sustain each oth- by the Sultan, and conducted into exile. red for the Navy during 1829.is $3,006,277. Mary Hill,—David James, William M. Ja on both sides of-the road leading from the
dwelling house of George Young, to the
cobs.
ifi’ed for Governor fl er. They are not content with hying, upon But it is believed that he xvill.be beheaded be
dwelling house of Edmund Graht, adjoining
K. L. M. N,
4 al ways has beenai<fhe bounty of the people, but they wish to fore he reaches the place of his destination.
The head quarters of the Russian army . A Wolf, weighing 68 lbs. length 5^,"height
Sarah Kimball, 2, Sally S. Kimball, Lucy land of said Grant, Moses Earl and others,
\ and practice. He « controul their elections. 1 o;put up or put
and was formerly the homestead farm of Da
Adams’ re-election as «down whom they please.
I hey wish for were to be moved nearer the Danube. Tire 3 feet, which is said to have destroyed nearly Kimball,—Priscilla Littlefield, Rufus Ltmt, vid Goodwin, late of Shapleigh, deceased,
has not changed and such a state of things that no man can with commander in chief left Jassy on the 14th a thousand sheep, besides many deer and 2, J. E. Littlefield, F. A. Lord, Job Lord, G. and the said Samuel Goodwin’s right afore
k on party a"
safety to himself oppose their selfish and of April.
foxes in Sandwich, C. C. was killed on Scor- & I. Lord,—Eliza D. Mitchell, J. K.
said will be sold at Public Vendue, at the.
¿ndeman of ^^
Hence their opposition to
All the accounts from Greece announce ton’s neck on-Tuesday last. The towns of Miller/1 homas Maxwell,—Moses Nason.
store of Goweh 55s Tibbets, in said Shap
that
Missolonghi
must
soon
fall.
T-he.Greeks
Sandwich and Falmouth had offered $100
5 farmer and a
the election of Mr. Hunton and of Messrs,
O. P. Q. R.
leigh, on the second Saturday of August next,
al
iarmet
B
odwell, Usher and appleton. They intend to blow up all the works of the for reward for killing this animal.
B.
Palmer,
4,
—
Samuel
Pettingill,
—
Ruth
not Judge Smith. In1 1
at twb of the clock in the afternoon—Condi
these men will act with independence tresses they may take in Livadia, to prevent
Robinson, John B. Rice. Rev, Joshua Rob tions at Sale.
io danger of
1 hey any reaction on the part of the'Turks. Of
erts,
2.
; administrationTfJus’' and for the interests of the people.. 'They
A teamster engaged in sprinklin^ the
LUTHER GODING, Deputy Sheriff.
will
can get no pledges from them. They.........
” 5,500 French who will remain in the Morea,
S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
June 18, 1829.
e the canvass is g« not go in the ha !ss of1 a~ faction,
No man is one battalion will be in garrison <yt Patras, streets of Rochester, being one day overtak
c
Daniel
Shackford,
Eunice
Simpson,
Tit

en
by
a
sudden
shower,
exclaimed,,
11
It
’
s
will not have eqW
his own cause, If we em- the remainder at Navarino and Modon.
attempt to cajole « fit to be a judge
The Gazette de France of May 20th says: just so always ! A man can’t do any thing in comb & Smith,—Richard Thompson, Sarah
___
do the public business we
these men
M. Titcomb,—Sami. Wells.
mu affect to reunite ploy
—
“ A letter from Vienna states, that a re Rochester without opposition.
at
’
Yeastoaght
to
have
some
voice
in
fixing
L.
*
nst them, is. as
W. B. The Post-Office is removed
port
was
circulated
at
Odessa,
on
the
1st
of
90 lbs. WOOL ;
But
if
we
permit
them
to
choose
their pay.
e. The truth is y°' the
to the dwelling house of James Osborn,
Legislature the,, make both sides of the May, that Erzerum had been taken by the
1 Pair HAY SCREWS,
Someofthe
merchants
in
Cincinnati,
Ohio,
Peo1 e of Maine. Be on your Russians. The j^cst informed persons in show large quantities of. tea in their stores, Sen. where a room has been fitted up for its
For
Sale Cheap by
accommodation. — Postage Bills of those who
dvice and
’wic^^uard against the
ac
.... _ influence of of- that city did not M»ve it.
MICHAEL WISE,
..........
*’ The accounts from Bizepoli, were of the marked and shipped in Canton for them, have accounts with Mr. Palmer, the late
'1 hey have a
'l ■'* -■
-q your
elections.
Kennebunk,
June 27, 1829.
being the proceeds of ginseng root, the Post-Master, to the 1st of July, will be made
at stake than at. once meets 23d pf April. 'The Russians still retained growth of the forests in that state.
out in a few days, and left at this Office for
■tiudiatec and at
,„w , -. Hold
-bn upon your rights, while possession of it, but the Turks were making
settlement. All persons from whom arrears
e federalists th NcMhe staff is in
m y<
your own hands. Let an ai’is- preparations for a speedy attack.
We
understand
that
H
oratio
G.
B
alch
,
:o full communion.
“
An
expedition
against
Algiers
is
again
of Postage are now due, are respectfully re
tocracy of office-holders once get the possestake-both pat«
T,s„„ of ...
A good assortment of Justice
- -J#sion
all your strong holds, and your liber- spoken of. The name of Admiral de Rigny Esq. will resign the office of Sheriff of the quested to pay the same without any further
. .. are
.... gone,
-----b Rend, reflect and" act for is brought forward as commander of the na County of Washington, on the 10th of July delay.
re sure oj tne if St(i•g-ie§
Blanks
for Sale at this Office,
next.
'
.
,
..
.
JAMES
OSBORN,
Jr.
JPwt-Master.
val
torce.
”
'
'
.
dd get those ?/
fourselves,
01e 5tor-v’
■
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Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff’s Sale.

SHERIFFS SALE.

sheriffs sale,.

LIST OF LETTERS.

Wool)

Klanks.

i

At a Court of Probate holden at Saco,
declared that her supposed son, Allen
within and Jor the County of York, on the
Fitz-Robert who was then engaged in
the Holy War, was only the child of her At a Court of Probate, holden at Saco, first Monday of June, in the year of our Y
ork ss
, H- £i, n) ■)n equity whjacn
xi/RA,
oo.. W tiie
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine, Joseph Pollard, of Snapkigh, in /dl(i
adoption ; that seventeen years ago, her
within'and for the county of York, on
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, County of York, has to redeem the undivi4e,(
husband had brought home an infant,
the first Monday of June, in the year of
Judge of said Court :
half part of a farm situate in Shapleigh, con
which he had found in the path that led
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyN the petition of Charles N. Cogs taining about forty acres of land bounded 4
towards their dwelling ; that having no
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
well, Executor of the last will of Jo the road leading from Lebanon to MiltoJ
family of their own, they had nursed it with
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Mills (so called,) and lands of Jonathan pres.
seph Spencer, late of South Berwick, in said
all the tenderness their poverty would al
N the petition of Thomas Goodwin, county, deceased, representing that the per cott and John V\ oodsuin, and is the yante
low, and possessing for him the affection of
3d, administrator de bonis non of the sonal estate of said deceased is not sufficient farm formerly owned and occupied by pail|
estate oi Jotham Warren, late of South-Ber
to pay the just debts which he owed at, the Roberts, 8c the said Bollard’s right in equity
a parent, she had been unwilling to reveal
the secret,-lest he should leave them in wick, in said county, deceased, representing time of his death by the sum of two hundred in said farm will be sold at public vendue aj
thaktiie personal estate of said deceased is and eighty-eight dollars and fifty-one cents, the store of Mark Wood, Esq. in Lebanon
search of his natural protectors ; that she not
From tjie National Gazette.
JA
sufficient to pay the just debts which he and praying for a license to sell and convey on Saturday, the twenty-fifth day of July next’
had carefully preserved the clothes he had owed at the time of his death by the sum of so much of the real estate of said deceased, at four o’clock afternoon.
5PPOS
STANZAS.
on, as they might have led to a discovery, three hundred and fifty dollars/and praying as may be necessary for the payment of said
Conditions made known at the sale.
1 ÎRMS.CALEB EMERY, Dept. Sheriff,
Lady ! forgive the useless sigh,
had there ever been any enquiry made for a license to sell and convey, .so much of debts and incidental changes :
paid vithin
June 17, 1829.
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give no
Forgive the light and aimless song,
about him ; but that having removed to a the real estate of said deceased, as may be
Which swears that thine’s the brightest eye
for the payment of said debts and tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
ued I ixcept
distant part of the country soon after this necessary
incidental charges :
That ever beam’d in beauty’s throng.
and to all persons interested, in said estate,
until) 111 arri
event, she supposed, if any search had ORDERED,—That the petitioner give by causing a copy of this order to be pub
Thou know’st not, and thou canst not know, been made, it had been long since given notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
Tî e pubi
From whom this idle strain proceeds;
spomple
foi
and
to
all
persons
interested,
in
said
estate,
'
in
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
three
weeks
up.
The heart from whom its numbers flow,
fouùd to | »y,
c
/ causing
a copy of this order to be pub successively, that they may appear at a Pro
beyoi d the s
figlHE dwellinghouse occupied
The trunk being opened, was
t----- lished
In silence loves, in silence bleeds.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
JL by Samuel Durrefl, at the
Court to be holden at Limerick, in said
contain a petticoat of white satin, very Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc bate
county, on the first Monday in July next, at
Still must I be content to meet,
Landing—heretofore known as
much
soiled,
the
work
of
which
exactly
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
And gaze upon thee in the dance ;
tlid Hibbert house. It will be
corresponded with that on the vest, that Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said cause, if any they have, why the prayer of sold low.. Application to be made to Benja
Where glittering forms, with fairy feet,
Li pariai
Like moonbeams on the water glancfe.
min Durrell or Isaac Kilham.
had been found in Father Launcelot’s cell, county, on the first Monday in August next, saM petition should not be granted.
• print fin Di
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew Attest, W m. Cutter Allen,Ttegrsier.
Kennebunk. June 18, 1829.
Y:
and
a
wffiite
cloth,
which,
they
imagined,
been ppoint
Yet when 1 gaz’d upon thy face,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
A true copy—Attest,
of Gf i, Wai
And met thy mildly beaming eye,
had served for a mantle. These invalua said petition should not be granted.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ating sfeis off
atîng
Methought therein mine own could trace
ble and incontestible proofs of his birth, Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
th*1 L praria
June 6.
A glance of speechless sympathy.
the youth regarded with a melancholy de
Tj^T is stated for a fact that E. E. Bourne,
A true copy—Attest,
office he sh
44.
Esq.
is
appointed
to
settle.the
accounts
Perchance ’twas vain—and yet that look,
light ; he reverted to his forlorn situa
At a Court of Probate, holden at Saco,
Buch IIcuritv
,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
of
S.
L.
O
sborn
,
after
the
twenty-first
day
So soft, so beautifully kind,
tion when the peasant first saw him, and June 6.
and feaker^
within and for the County of York, on of August ensuing. All disposed to settle
Hath taught my aching heart to brook
for th time I
shuddered at his helpless state ! he wept
the first Mondaij of June, in the year of with the subscriber by cash or note previous!
'Th’ unfeeling coldness of mankind.
u w.hi ih bom
at the recollection of his parents, and sin Al a Court of Probate hotden at Saco,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty- to the above day, will attend to this last no
Lady ! farewell—in happier days
of the teoreti
cerely lamented the unrelenting cruelty
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A. tice it they wish to take advantage of the! * not ne V any
within and for the county of York, on the
My heart may dare to breath its sighs :
hardness
of
the
times.
and
sudden
death
ofhis
perfidious
uncle.
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Till then—forgive these»useless lays,
first Monday of June, in the year of our
the H W ; t
Goods will be sold very low for!
The Baron advised their immediate Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
From one you know not to apprize.
the fo fth
rth of
N the petition of Charles Bradbury,
Cash
and
several
kinds
of
barter
pay.
a creditor to the estate of John Hovey,
can le ally t>
presence at the court, and St. Mar (for by
by the Hon. WILLI AM A. HAYES,
SL.
OSBORN.
late of Kennebunk-port, Esquire, deceased,
Libra1 an car
that name Longford exultingly .addressed Judge of said Court:
Kennebunk, June 19, 1829.
praying for letters of administration on said
of thaBoffice,
= him) being in all things guided by his
N the petition of Mary Johnson, ad estate to be granted to him,- or some other
and ispear >
ministratrix of the estate of Rufus suitable person.
THE ORPHAN OF THE CASTLE; friend, forthwith consented to accompany
WEST’S NEW
ced, r. Wa
\ Johnson, late of Wells, in said county, de.-ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
him.
keys t any oi
AND IMPROVED
A GOTHIC STORK.
j
ceased,
representing
that
the
personal
estate
being j|■hder b
| Richard rejoiced at his favourite’s ad-,i of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just notice thereof to all persons interested in said
[concluded.]
duties iff
it the <
|.vancement, and confirmed him in his debts which he owed at the time of his death estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
was nt i oblige
“ I followed him at a distance, till I I rightful honours : he presented him to his
the sum of two hundred and twelve dollars ed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
HE Subscriber having purchased the Ì who h d net f
saw him enter a hamlet on the skirt of i nobles as the Baron St. Mar, and on the by
right to make and vend the patent
and ninety-three cents, and praying for a li weeks successively, that they may appear at a
mand : when
the forest, and then returned to the cas Lord Longford bestowed the warmest cense to sell and convey so much of the real Probate
spring power Washing machines, informsder to t•he Sec
Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in
tle. I received the promised reward- commendations for his disinterested friend estate of said deceased as may he necessary said county, on the first Monday in August the inhabitants of Kennebunk and its vicini W’s b md; b
for the. payment of said debts and incidental next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and ty, that he will keep on hand said machines,
but Lord Edward had already experien ship.
better,; and re
The convenience and utility of these ma-1
charges :
shew cause, if any the}7 have, why the pray
he rec s ived tl
ced the pangs of an accusing conscience ;
They demanded their Sovereign’s per ORDERED—That the petitioner give er of said petition should not be granted.
chines in the saving of time, labour and ex-!
ficers nhhet'
he trembled when I presented the poig- mission to repair to the castle, where the notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
punse
are
well
attested
by
those
that
have
to the B onl
nard, with which I told him I had taken Baroness impatiently expected her Lord ; and to all persons interested in said estate, Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.. used them ; and the public are assured that; Presid
it
! thei
A true copy—Attest,
none superior to these have ever been in-1 4 ed the : ;ey s oi
your life j and before I quitted the man though she had been informed by a mes by causing acopy of this order to be publish
W
m. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
vented.
This
machine
is
designed
for
wash

ed
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
printed
in
sion, had* entirely forsaken the western senger, whom the Baron had dispatched
deliver id; lei
June 6.
ing apy&Tel, every description of household! •his boi::|s shot
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
side of the castle. But I must hasten to from the monastery, that matters of impor cessively,
articles usually washed by such machines/ jibe unft! thfulb
that they may appear at a Probate
conclude, for I feel that my dissolution is tance prolonged his stay.
Court to be holden at Limerick in said coun At a Court of Probateheldat Kennebunk, and wool. It occupies but little room,being! approvi:. of tl
at hand. I went abroad in search of
on the first Monday in July next, at ten
within and for the County ofYorkgon about three feet in length and the width one 4the.y w 11, we
When they came within sight ofthe man ty,
its length and may be put in operation!
that rest England denied me, but there sion, the youth turned apprehensively to of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
and mt i|ner
i
P:
the first Monday in April, in the year half
by a child tèmyears of age. Individualswill
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
I experienced the torments of the damn
ry all < ! ipositii
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
wards his friend. His emotion at behold- tition should not be granted.
find it to their advantage to examine this ma
, prop!
ed. Your figure night and day constant
twenty-nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM chine before they purchase any other as rouse a? spirit <
. • -4. î tog the place of his birth, from whence he
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ly was present before me,, andnr1 reVlSltea
.
,
,
„
.LvntnJ
vl.-flm
irdnod
there are various kinds now before the pub tration s hat wi
i had been taken a devoted victim, joined
A true Copy—attest,
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
my native land more miserable than to a thousand conflicting passions that ag
lic.
punish stent
•
of
TiOANNA GILMAN administratrix of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Any person wishing to purchase or see
when I left it ; at length, distracted by itated his mind, became too powerful to be June &.
an is pi perly
the estate of Jonathan Gilman late them in operation may apply at the shop oi
appear, to us t
remorse, and burthened by a sense of my suppressed ; and when they arrived at the
ot Shapleigh, in said county, yeoman, deceas the subscriber at Kennebunk landing.
would 1 live inc
guilt, I determined, by a life of mortifica gate,.while the servant blew the horn, the At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within ed, having presented hei’ first account of ad
LUTHER W. KIMBALL.
that bo y to fil
ministration ôf the estate of said deceased,
tion and re penitence, to procure that par young Baron dismounted, mid leaning
June 13.
and for the County of York, on thefirst for allowance : and also a petition for an al
has ent red on
don I had'so little right to expect. You against his friend, who had ran to his as
Mr. W ftersto
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord lowance out of the personal estate of said de
Aldern 4n
• of 1
(turning to the superior) received me sistance, the tears streamed from his eyes ;
eighteen hundred and twenty-nine, by thé ceased :
dent ofi the
into your community ; and had peace he clasped his hands in agony, and invoORDERED,
—
That
the
said
administra

Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES,
stands 1 |h in
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
been allotted for me I should have found i ked the spirits of his parents. The gates
FEW BUSHELS first quality Pip the citi ins of
Judge of said Court :
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
TATOES
for
sale
by
it here ; but my mind has been harrass- flew open to receive them ; the Baroness
N the petition of Luther Goding, . three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
GREENOUGH, BODWELL,&Co.
ed by perpetual tumults, and an inward
guardian of Dummer Farnham, of Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
Weh we iw
met
therm
at
the
entrance
of
the
castle
June 20^ 1829. „
Shapleigh, in saidcounty, a spendthrift, rep

decay has rapidly brought me to the and her lord introduced her favourite Fitzingon V ie nun
county, that they may appear at a Probate
the pre:rent At
grave. Three nights ago, being at prayer Robert, as Mortimer St. Mar, and owner resenting that the personal estate ot his said Court to be held at Alfred, in said county, on
MARBLE AND SLATE
is not sufficient to pay the just debts the first Monday in September next, at ten
gin. to a:>fleet th
m my cell, the faint light of the lamp of the mansion. She involuntarily drew ward
which he owes by the sum of eighty-six dol of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
not avo i!1 expr
GJR AVE-ST ONES.
that was burning on my table, suddenly
lars and thirty-one cents, and praying for a if any they have, why the said account should
lik this s
gave place to a blaze of etherial lusture, back her offered hand, and with dignity license to sell and convey so much of the real not
ISAAAH CHURCHILL, tem
Its inev -table 1
be allowed, and the said allowance made,
demande
’
d
an
explanation.
The
Baron,
estate of said ward as may be necessary for
cl
that shone round my bed ; the form of
a
WOULD inform the inhabitants of Ken proveir i|ltS,
payment of said debts and incidental Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
value oift propi
nebunk and vicinity, that he will
Lady St. Mar presented itself to my as led the way to the great hall, and then the
A true copy,—Attest,
charges :
briefly
informed
her
of
the
wonderful
dis

(on the 16th) remove a part of his stock of I sorry t< say, a
tonished sight, and, in a voice of electri
Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
_ ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
perienc d, anc
MARBLE AND SLATE GRAYE-STONES from!
cal harmony, told me she had warned her covery that had been made, on which she tice thereof to all persons interested in said
mechaix,
. is n
Saco to this place, where he will furnish
child, who was still alive, to repair to the held forth her hand, and with an air of estate, by causing acopy of this order to fie
Stone (to those who may favour him with!, tion. ' hirtymajesty
replied,
“
The
friendship
of
Ma

published
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
print

monastery ; and bidding me repent, the
have be in bui
their orders) as cheap as they can be obtain-1
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
been st spped,
ed in Boston or elsewhere.
bright flame again inclosed her, and in tilda was never lightly bestowed ; nor can ed
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
it
easily
be
withdrawn.
”
tied an a uncei
Kennebunk, June 12, 1829.
an instant my cell was in total darkness;
bate
Court
to
be
holden
at
Limerick,
in
said
ting he e ; an
Edwin partook of the joy that reigned
^M^ANT'ED by the first of July, from fifThis vision so powerfully affected my
county,
on
the
first
Monday
m
July
next,
at
goods i >r coll
in
the
castle
;
the
bolted
passage
was
re

WW
ty
to
one
hundred
cords
of
White
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
sinking frame, that it hastened my dis
cause. ¿We
:
h
and
Pitch
Pine
Wood,
for
which
a
fair
price
paired
;
and
the
chapel
again
resorted
to
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
in a sts e like
solution ; but I die contented, since the
will
be
given.
A
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
subscribed
petition should not be granted.
known ?t for ji
true heir of St. Mar will be restored to by that communication : all apprehensions saidAttest
YsL either by note or account, are request-'
NOTICE.
, Wm. Cutter Allen,. Reg'r.
distres t too, J
his ancient right.” He requested them were banished from the mansion, as the
cd
to
call
and
settle
previous
to
the
fifteenth
All those that are indebted to the Sub
A true copy—attest,
the rer ■ oval oi
day
of
August
next,
as
all
demands
unsettled
to raise him from his pallet ; but whilst Heir of the Castle was restored to his just
scriber, are requested to call and settle the
rowing md pa
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
right..
at
that
time,
will
without
distinction,
be
left
same'
on
or
before
the
first
of
July,
or
Cush
they were lifting him, his head sunk be
ordinal 'symi
June-6.
will be expected. Those that have prom with an attorney for collection.
regard
tween his shoulders, his limbs became
„ . apart
JOS. W. TIN UM. |
ised Wood, are requested torliaul it immedi
1 \ q‘ -ut al, <
lutely
convulsed, his eyes fixed in their sockets,
June 13.
J/ a Court of Probate held at Saco, ately.
sonalfi Ipd or
and a deep convulsed groan issuing
OLIVER PERKINS.
within and for the County of York, on
the ine:ups of s
Kennebunk,
June
3,1829.
from his breast, he expired.
charity' )f the
the first Monday of June, in the year of
The youth contemplated with a varie ST^HE Subscribers wish to purchase the
home, Frigie
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyM
following
description
of
timber,
for
the
FARM
FOR
SALE
t that n
ty of emotions the lifeless corpse of the
nine, by the HonourableNK1\AAA^&. A.
To whom it may concern. heart
of the Pier on the Eastern side of the
the see ■es tha
departed Sir Bevis, and turning to Lord use
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
BY the use of Dr. Hunter’s inestimabb
entrance of the Kennebunk River,to be de
here, w thout
Longford, who remained silent, threw livered at the wharfs at Kennebunk-Port,,
F1SYHE Farm in Kittery, comPills, persons of either sex, if thty
ALLY SMITH named Executrix in a
"Kithy.
...... '
.I.. monly called the WHIP- carefully follow the very valuable, plain,
himself before him, and, in a voice of and at the Landing in Kennebunk, viz
certain instrument purporting to be the '
hat is
PLE FARM, containing one and copious Directions accompanying them,
grief, exclaimed, O ! do not regard me 7© M. Hemlock 'Timber 12 inches square last will and testament of Stephen Smith,
that thi’systei
hundred
sixty
two
acres.
late
of
Lyman,
in
said
county,
Yeoman,
de

are
enabled
effectually
to
eradicate,
ced,
mi
as a claimant to Lindisfarne, but look on not less than 25 feet long.
it' necc
I his Farm is situated upon the Piscataqua
having presented the-same for pro
roencer ent of
me still as the orphan Fitz-Robert ! I I/O » Pine Do. 12 inches square not less ceased,
River, opposite the Navy Yard, anfl should a
bate :
he who joes ir
than 25 feet long.
have no friend, if you reject me ; no one SI
ORDERED,—That the said executrix Dry Dock be made there, would greatly
and un< ’rtain
Sticks round Hemlock Timber 28- feet
and
to
restore
lost
health,
with
ease
,
saf
£
‘
to aid me with counsel or advice, Bless long & 8 inches thick at the smallest end.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus increase in value.
make j rm ant
tv, and certainty, in a few days.
ALFRED W. HAVEN.
ed spirits of my parents, hover over your 83. Do. Do. 26 feet long 8 inches thick at ing a r.opy of this order to be published three
tor h’n self a
Portsmouth, April 11.
i2m.
weeks s'ui cessively in the Kennebunk Ga
0^7“The extensive sale and unexamp^
thereto take
child, and enable him to act as the de the smallest end.
printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
success of this medicine, in this and other
during is brie
scendant of St. Mar in the intricate path 81 Do. Do.. 24 feet long fnd 8 inches thick zette,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
cities and principal towns throughout the
smallest end.
to som more
before him !” The Baron knelt beside at the Do.
be
held
at
Alfred,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Do. 21 feet long, 8 inches thick at
Union, for the last fifteen years during which
means ) spen
him, and embracing him with fervor, as the smallest end.
Mondayof September next, at ten of the clock
busines (
it was satisfactorily prepared by Dr. C®
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
sured him of his counsel and friendship.
HE Connection in business heretofore wav, incontcatibly prove, that when used
Do. Do. 19 feet long 8 inches thick at
expenc d’ in
"a
have, why the said instrument should not be
existing between the Subscribers, un with the INJECTION POWDERS, it el
drawn, nd thi
4‘ That I have-been an usurper, (said he) the smallest end.
proved;
approved,
and
allowed
as
the
last
der
the
firm
of
as
well!
feqts a thorough and speedy *ure of ths!
is the
was permitted by Providence for wise W Do. Do. 17 feet long, 8 inches thick at will and testament of the said deceased.
sened a <1 deci
smallest end.
disorder^ denominated the Skotir^
D. W. LORD & BROTHER, dreadful
purposes. Had Richard bestowed the the
50 Ml. Pine Timber for flooring 4 inches Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Aqg-¿¿Ter.
of the Human Race.
injurioi polie
is by mutual consent dissolved. All persons
castle. an another, your cfeim, per thick and from 4 to 10 inches wide.
A true copy—Atte st,
of our ( ty. A
***The Pills are accompanied, whe»
indebted to the said firm are requested to the case requires it, with the INJECTION
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
haps, might not have been so easily es 40 Sticks round Hemlock 'Timber for
respect file c:
settle
their
accounts
without
delay,
with
1
POWDERS and CERÀ I E -these con who ha if adh<
June 6. •
tablished.” They then debated what ballast flooring not less than 20 feet long nor
W. Mason, who is authorised to adjust the stitute a most powerful Medicine, applicable
less
than
4
incb.es
thick
at
the
smallest
end.
their
vj issituc
steps they should take, and first deter 3
same for a few weeks,
2 Inch oak plank from 8 to 12 inches
to the various stages of this Protean
growth jnd sti
mined to go to the village where his sup wide.
D. W. LORD,
have b m cat
disorder.
Full and plain directions,
C. A. LORD.
posed parents died. He had been infor IS IDS. Hemlock plank clear of shakes 16 I^WHE Subscribers having been appointed
gers w P feel
with
a
popular
treatise, explaining^
B.
T
here
will
in
future,
be
found
at
med, on his return from the Crusade, feet long.
of our plant
by the Judge of Probate for the County
'The large timber must be generally free of York, Commissioners, to receive and ex the said store a variety of Groceries,. &c. as various symptoms, and the mode oj treat wbethf it adv
-that his mother had left a small box in
usual.
ment. accompany each box, so that persons
>
amine the claims of the creditors to the estate
the hdnets of the priest- who confessed from shake and straight.
June 6.
of either sex may cure themselves.
PALMER 8c MILLER.
of
her. He had never yet claimed it ; as,
Kennebunk, June 17', 1829,
(Price of the Pills $1 a box')—the'InfRich rdCu
DANIEL. RUSSELL,
knowing their poverty, he imagined it
edYorl Count
tion Powders and Cerate 50 cents eachlate
of
Sanford,
deceased,
hereby
give
notice,
contained nothing of consequence ; but
Hepres ;ntativ<
that six months are allowed said creditors '1^'OTICE is hereby given that Dr. Wil.*^*Prepared from the original MS.
a ■epubl
the hope of elucidating his birth, now
for bringing in and proving their debts—and 111 liam S- Emerson, is employed as cipe ok the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by I- born
and a8
w
made him consider it as a treasure. The
OLLY GUPTA1L my wife, has left that they will attend to receiving and exam Physician for the poor of the town of Kenne Kidder, his immediate successor and tbs to’othei-'«ch
..
priest, on being applied to, presented
my Bed and Board, and has otherwise ining the same at the house of John Parsons, bunk and that no other person will be paid sole proprietor, which, with the other“ C®«' Madisc inlaw
,and
,
conducted in an unbecoming manner thisipisAlfred, on the last Saturdays of June, Au for medical services performed within the way MedicineJ3 is for sale wholesale at D nee in t eTre:
him with the deposit, which he had re
Counting-room,
over
No.
79,
(formerly
call;
gust,
and
October
next,
at
one
o
’
clock
in
the
limits of said town.
ceived from Bertha Fitz-Robert, on her therefore to caution all persons against har afternoon of said days.
ed No. 70) corner of Court and Hanovefi 'vhich ras th
or trusting her • on nay account, as I
EDWARD E. BOURNE,-) o ,
’s pport
death bed ; and delivered to him at the boring
streets, Boston, and retail, by his. special ap-l wife
shall pay no debts of her contracting.
JAMES TITCOMB,
C SelectJOHN PARSONS, 7 Commissionfamily [child
same time a sealed paper, which he said
pointment,
bv
[
WILLIAM (4UPTA1L, 3d.
TOB1AS WALKER,
j
men'
SAMUEL ESTES, t
ers.
of, by *en, Ja
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk [ make
Berwick, June 15th, 1829.
was the confession she had made. It
Mav 11/L829,
Kennebunk, June 6. 1829.
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